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S U M M A RY

purpose Requirements engineering processes (REPs) are critical
to the success of software projects. Despite the increasing body of
knowledge in REPs, for many organizations deficient requirements
are one of the top 5 reasons for software project failure. This thesis
reports on a project aiming to design a REP for a specific software
product: End-User-Performance (EUP), of a small company in The
Netherlands, The Backbone. The history of the product is relatively
short at the time of writing this thesis. Similarly to many other small
companies, The Backbone did not have a structured REP, nor docu-
mented the software requirements in a repeatable way across projects.
Therefore, The Backbone believes that using a structured REP would
help them focus their staff’s energy on the most important require-
ments activities in order to achieve requirements of better quality and
a more time-efficient REP.

research process For the purpose of designing the new REP
for the EUP monitoring service of The Backbone, this project em-
ployed the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) of Peffers
et al. Three iterations of the DSRM by designing and evaluation of a
REP led to the proposal of a new REP for the EUP monitoring service
of The Backbone. This REP is based on objectives from The Backbone,
empirical findings in literature, findings in the current REP practice of
The Backbone, and evaluations of possible new REPs. Each iteration
of the DSRM concluded with different validity evaluations consist-
ing of interviews with the end-user of the REP, an observation of the
REP in use, and interviews with professionals in the field of require-
ments engineering that are employed by other organisations next to
The Backbone.

results The REP proposed to The Backbone consists of five phases:
(1) sales, (2) requirements composition, (3) implementing, (4) per-
formance monitoring, and (5) evaluation. In this REP, the results of
the previous phase are the input for the next phase. The REP is it-
erative. It is designed in a way that allows to go back to a previous
phase if it appears that more information from that previous phase
is needed to continue the REP. The proposed REP yields a new arte-
fact, the design document, which leads the REP-practising consultant
through the process phases and encourages him or her to document
the requirements in a structured way. The applicability and the suit-
ability of our proposed REP is evaluated in a real-world case. In this
evaluation, The Backbone found that the proposed REP is an improve-
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ment in respect to their current REP in terms of usability, usefulness,
time-efficiency, quality of written requirements, implementation qual-
ity of requirements, and professional image.

recommendations The REP proposed in this thesis is directly
applicable for the EUP product of The Backbone. The recommenda-
tions for the future of the REP that crystallised during this master
project, concern: (1) the use of technology in support of the process,
and (2) the use of artefacts. We came up with three recommendations
for leveraging technological support for requirements engineering:

• Build a modular software tool around the REP, make use of
clickpaths to search in big EUP projects.

• Link the software tool around the REP with a database.

• Use artificial intelligence in the software tool to compare re-
quirements and evaluations automatically to each other.

Next, we formulated two recommendations regarding artefacts:

• Treat the design document of the REP as a living document.

• Use a general form of the REP for other custom software pro-
jects inside The Backbone.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Requirements engineering processes (REPs) are very important for
software projects to become successful [5], [20], [21]. Deficient require-
ments are the number one reason for software projects to fail [21].
It is preferred to know whether requirements are deficient as early
as possible in the software project, since the amount of rework, and
therefore also costs, grow exponentially during the project [10].

This thesis describes the research that has led to the design of a
new REP for an organisation called The Backbone. The Backbone is
a small to medium enterprise (SME) in The Netherlands focusing on
Business, IT, and End-User Performance monitoring. The Backbone
offers, among others, a monitoring service that gives insights in IT
application performances, identity and access performances, and IT
service level agreement (SLA) performances. The software product
that is used for this monitoring service is called the End-User Per-
formance (EUP). The existence of the EUP is very short at the time
of writing. The REP designed in this thesis is designed especially for
the EUP.

In SMEs it is not common to have a structured REP, nor is it com-
mon to document the software requirements [23]. Despite this, The
Backbone believes that using a structured REP leads to less deficient
requirements and a more efficient REP. The current REP practice at
The Backbone lacks structured documentation of information and re-
quirements. The lack of documentation would become very incon-
venient in the case of illness of the responsible employee of The Back-
bone. Besides that, the lack of documentation can also lead to an
incomplete implementation of the requirements since the responsible
employee of The Backbone can forget some requirements.

There is a lot of scientific literature available about REPs. However,
by implementing this literature in an organisation, one has to take
things like the organisation, its customers, and its employees into
account.

The design science research methodology (DSRM) of Peffers et
al. [31] is used to design the new REP for the EUP monitoring ser-
vice of The Backbone. Three iterations of the DSRM by designing and
evaluating a REP led to the proposal of a new REP for the EUP mon-
itoring service of The Backbone. This REP is based on objectives from
The Backbone, literature, findings in the current REP practice of The
Backbone, and evaluations of possible new REPs.
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2 introduction

1.1 research questions

1. RQ1: What would be a good requirements engineering pro-
cess for the End-User Performance monitoring service of The
Backbone based on literature and the current requirements en-
gineering process of The Backbone? To answer this question,
first the requirements that The Backbone has for such a process
must be clear. Second, the findings of the research topics for
changes in the REP also belong here. Then, the first design of
the new REP (REP v.0) will be introduced and elaborated.

2. RQ2: How do employees of The Backbone experience the pro-
posed requirements engineering process, does it improve the
work? To answer this question, we will evaluate the usefulness
and utility of the proposed REP. The evaluation will consist of
an interview with the end-user of the proposed REP: the per-
formance consultant of The Backbone. During the interview, the
performance consultant gives feedback on the REP as proposed
in RQ 1.

3. RQ3: What would be a good requirements engineering pro-
cess for the End-User Performance monitoring service of The
Backbone based on the evaluation with employees of The
Backbone? Based on the feedback of the performance consult-
ant, REP v.0 will be updated to REP v.1.

4. RQ4: How do employees and customers of The Backbone ex-
perience the updated version of the proposed requirements
engineering process, does it improve the work? REP v.1 will
be evaluated by the performance consultant of The Backbone
and a customer who just bought the EUP product. This evalu-
ation consists of observations and interviews. The observations
will be done at the moments the REP v.1 is used by the perform-
ance consultant and/or the customer. After the observations,
the performance consultant as well as the customer will be in-
terviewed. During these interviews, the interviewees are asked
for feedback on the REP v.1.

5. RQ5: What would be a good requirements engineering pro-
cess for the End-User Performance monitoring service of The
Backbone based on the evaluation with employees and cus-
tomers of The Backbone? The final version of the proposed
REP (REP v.2) will be designed by updating REP v.1 with the
feedback given by the performance consultant and the customer.

6. RQ6: What do professionals in the field of requirements en-
gineering think of the proposed requirements engineering
process, does it work? Finally, REP v.2 will be evaluated by
the professionals in the field of requirements engineering (RE)
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working in other companies than The Backbone. This evaluation
consists of an interview with each of the professionals. Profes-
sionals in RE outside The Backbone are used to gather other
opinions on REP v.2. During these interviews, the interviewees
are asked for feedback on REP v.2.





2
C O N T E X T

This chapter provides information on the context in which this re-
search took place.

This research is carried out at a small IT company with 22 employ-
ees in The Netherlands called The Backbone and proposes a new
REP for their End-User Performance (EUP) monitoring service as
already mentioned in chapter 1. Therefore, this section gives inform-
ation about The Backbone and their EUP product.

2.1 the backbone

The Backbone is a specialist in the area of hybrid monitoring solutions
based on two Microsoft products: Systems Center Operations Man-
ager (SCOM) and Operations Management Suite (OMS). The Back-
bone sees IT as ‘the enabler’ for the main processes of every organisa-
tion. Therefore, the IT of organisations needs to be protected. This is
the reason for The Backbone to support organisations by protecting
their business continuity. The Backbone protects business continuity
by the use of chain monitoring and end-user monitoring of the main
applications of the customer. The Backbone is operating in this field
for more than ten years already.

Through time, the IT landscape of an organisation is getting more
complex by IT applications getting linked and integrated with each
other. This complexity results in the need for monitoring solutions.
With the products of The Backbone and their expertise in embedding
applications in organisations, multiple stakeholders can have their
own dashboard that gives them insights on the availability, perform-
ance, and security of the main applications, portals, and IT infrastruc-
ture. Monitoring solutions can exist of chain monitoring, end-user
monitoring, dashboards, and reports [38].

The customers database of The Backbone contains, among others,
(academic) hospitals and other health care organisations. Also muni-
cipalities, other (semi-)governmental institutions, higher educational
institutions, and organisations in the industrial and services sectors
belong to the customers database of The Backbone [37].

Until now, the customers only contain organisations located in The
Netherlands. However, The Backbone has a partner abroad that is
also going to sell the products of The Backbone. Therefore, it is quite
possible for The Backbone to have non-Dutch customers as well in
their customer database in the near future.
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6 context

2.2 end-user performance monitoring

The product of The Backbone this research focusses on is the EUP,
which measures and monitors the performance of applications from
the end-user’s perspective. The EUP does this by running scripts
which contain several steps to simulate end-users. For example, the
script for an email application contains the following steps: start-
ing the application, create a new email, writing text in this email,
filling in the receiving email address, sending the email, receiving the
email, opening the email, checking the text in the email, deleting the
email, and finally closing the application. Scripts can start again dir-
ectly after successfully finishing the previous attempt. Performance
is measured by measuring the time needed for each individual step
and for the simulation as a whole. The data gets processed and finally,
gets visualised [36].

This product can be used in three different scopes:

1. First, the EUP can help with troubleshooting. It measures if the
applications used in the scripts are working and if they do not
exceed the set time thresholds.

2. Next, if the EUP focusses on end-user performance on authen-
tication. The identity and access performance of the applica-
tions in the scripts are tested to find whether authorised ac-
counts get access to the applications and non-authorised do not
get access to the applications. The EUP also measures the time
needed for these tests.

3. Finally, the EUP can also be used to compare the measurements
of the applications in the scripts with the Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs) of the applications.

This research focusses on the REP of the EUP product as a whole
and is therefore not focussed on a specific scope.



3
B A C K G R O U N D

In this chapter, background information is provided on REPs and
on the current REP practice for the EUP monitoring service at The
Backbone. This information is gathered during a previous research, it
is placed in this thesis as background information. A literature review
is done on REPs in general, whilst the current REP practice is found
via a triangulation research. The triangulation research consisted of
two interviews, three observations, and one documentary study.

3.1 requirement engineering processes

A lot is written in literature about REPs. However, the literature is not
consistent in which components should be in a REP. Therefore, some
literature is compared to each other and the common components
together form a REP as is used in this research.

In this research the following components are adopted in REPs:

1. Elicitation [2], [11], [21], [26], [28], [40], sometimes also called
discovery [5], or gathering [4].

2. Specification [2], [11], [26], [28], [40], sometimes also called doc-
umenting [4], [5], or modelling [21].

3. Validation and verification [2], [4], [5], [11], [21], [26], [28], [40].

4. Managing [4], [11], [26], [28], sometimes also called maintain-
ing [5].

Below, these four components are described in detail and are sum-
marised with their relationships in Figure 1. The arrows in Figure 1

represent relationships between phases. These relationships are de-
scribed in more detail below as well.

3.1.1 Elicitation

In the elicitation phase, requirements and domain specific knowledge
are gathered from users and other stakeholders [2], [4], [26], [28].

The reliability of requirements gathered in the elicitation phase, de-
pends on the communication skills of the requirements engineer [4],
[11]. An elicitation technique is a method for mediating in the commu-
nication between the requirement engineer and the stakeholders [14].

There are different techniques for requirement elicitation in liter-
ature [4], [26]. Not every elicitation technique is useful in every situ-

7



8 background

Figure 1: Requirements engineering process

ation and one technique does not cover all the requirements that need
to be elicited [4], [14], [26]. Examples of elicitation techniques are:

• Stakeholder analysis [26]: During stakeholder analysis, the goal
is to find out who the stakeholders are and which goals they
have for the system. Especially since some of the stakeholders
finance the project, or have to contribute with effort. This can be
done in a meeting with all the stakeholders, in meetings with
smaller groups of stakeholders, or individual interviews.

• Interviews [4], [21], [26], [28]: Interviews are a useful technique
to find out the day-to-day work and problems. An important
thing is to ask the interviewee about critical tasks. Since inter-
viewees can feel intimidated by the question why they do a
certain task the way they do it, it helps to ask them when they
do that certain task. Interviews can be structured, unstructured,
or semi-structured.

• Questionnaires [4], [26]: Questionnaires are a technique to get
information on the day-to-day work and problems from many
people at once in an time-efficient and quick way. If you want
to get statistics, you need to ask closed questions. If you want
to get opinions and suggestion, open questions are useful. In
a questionnaire, only a limited depth of knowledge is possible
and you cannot check if the participants understood your ques-
tions correctly and with open questions you may misunder-
stand their answers.

• Observation [4], [26], [28]: Observations lead to a more truthful
and complete answer to what users do with the current system
and how they do that, than during interviews or questionnaires.
It is important to analyse the users without interfering them.
Observations are a very time consuming technique.

• Brainstorming [4], [26]: For brainstorm sessions, it is of high
importance to create a stimulating and focused atmosphere in
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a group of stakeholders. The participants can come up with
ideas on the future system and an analyst writes every idea
down. These ideas may never be criticized. If people do not find
the creativity needed for generating new ideas, the analyst can
help by raising issues that are noticed during former elicitation
meetings.

• Prototyping [4], [26], [28]: Prototypes are simplified version, or
parts, of the system. By using prototypes you get feedback from
the stakeholders and it can be checked if the system is realistic
feasible. New requirements can also be elicited from the proto-
type, for example details of the user interface.

• Scenarios [4], [28]: A scenario is a set of steps that simulate a
task that the system should be able to perform. Requirements
can be found in the steps that the system needs to be able to
perform.

• Task demonstration [26]: Task demonstration is actually a form
of interviewing and observation, in which you ask the users to
show how they execute a certain task.

• Joint Application Development (JAD) [4]: JAD sessions are
well structured and involve all stakeholders. In a JAD session,
problems and solutions are discussed. Because all the stakehold-
ers are in the session, decisions can be made directly. Since all
stakeholders are at the JAD session, the JAD session is not about
the main goals of the system. That is done, before all the stake-
holders are involved.

• Focus Groups [21], [26]: Focus groups are more structured brain-
storm sessions. The stakeholders are separated into groups. Each
group comes up with problems in the current way of working.
Then, the groups think of the ideal solution to this problem.
At the end of the session, all the groups tell individually what
their high priority issues are. It is important that every group
gets solutions to some of the issues they identified with a high
priority.

• Goal Based Approaches (GBA) [4]: In GBAs, high-level goals
for the system are decomposed and elaborated into subgoals.
Those subgoals are also further decomposed and refined, etc.
This process ends at the level where individual requirements
are elicited. This technique is only useful in situations where
only high-level goals are available. Otherwise, the chance is that
an error in a high-level goal makes that the requirements eli-
cited with the GBA technique are incorrect.

• Viewpoints [4]: Viewpoints model the domain from different
perspectives. A system can for example be explained in its fea-
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tures, as well as in its interfaces. Viewpoints do not make it easy
to represent non-functional requirements.

3.1.2 Specification

After the requirements are elicited in the elicitation phase, they need to
be described [2], [11], [40]. That is done in this specification phase (Fig-
ure 1). According to Aurum & Wohlin, a properly structured and con-
trolled specification is even required to deliver high quality software
on time and within budget [4]. A specification can be documented in
a formal format, as well as in an informal format [28].

Two well-known templates for requirements specification used by
requirement engineers are IEEE Std 830-1998 Software Requirements
Specification [22] and Volere Requirements Specification Template [32].

In practice, most companies use text documents, with or without
a standardized template, spreadsheets, and diagrams, as ERD and
UML, to specify their requirements [19].

A well-defined requirements specification needs to be readable and
understandable. It meets these criteria if [40]:

• the requirements in the specification are unambiguous,

• the specification is complete,

• the specification is consistent,

• the requirements in the specification are prioritised,

• the requirements in the specification are verifiable, and

• the requirements in the specification are traceable.

During the specification phase, incomplete requirements can be no-
ticed [4]. Therefore, new requirements can get elicited, as can be seen
in the relationship between the specification and elicitation phase in
Figure 1.

3.1.3 Validation & verification

When the requirements are specified, they need to be validated and
verified (Figure 1). Validation is the determination with the stakehold-
ers that the correct requirements have been specified [11], [21], [26],
[28], [40]. Verification is the determination that the specification has
no internal inconsistencies [11], [21], [26], [40].

During validation & verification, new requirements can be found as
can be seen in the relationship between the validation & verification
phase and the elicitation phase in Figure 1. The relationship between
the validation & verification phase and the specification phase is that
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existing requirements may need change, or need to be deleted (Fig-
ure 1).

The scenarios from the elicitation phase are useful for validating the
requirements [4], as are prototypes and design screen pictures [26],
[28]. For verification, acceptance tests are a useful tool [26].

3.1.4 Managing

During the project, the requirements can change for various reasons,
for example because the stakeholders’ understanding of the problem
changes, or requirements that can be more precisely defined in a later
phase of the project than in an early phase [28]. The specification
therefore needs to be updated during the project [4], [5], [11], [26].
This happens in the managing phase, after the validation & verification
is done (Figure 1).

The relationship between the managing phase and the elicitation
phase in Figure 1 shows that new requirements can get elicited in
the managing phase. Existing requirements can need to be changed
or deleted in the managing phase. This is shown by the relationship
between the managing phase and the specification phase in Figure 1.

3.2 current requirement engineering process practice

at the backbone

The current REP practice of The Backbone for their EUP monitoring
solution is found by the author of this thesis using a triangulation
research consisting of interviews, observations, and documentary re-
search. Users validated the current REP practice as found by the au-
thor. In Figure 2, the current REP practice of The Backbone is sum-
marised.

As can be seen, the current REP practice is divided into five phases:
sales, intake, scripting, delivery, and evaluation. Each phase has its own
purpose. The intake phase is divided into four different subphases. In
Figure 2, the arrows indicate that the results of the previous (sub)phase
are the input for the next (sub)phase. It is also possible to go back to
a previous (sub)phase if it appears that more information from that
previous (sub)phase is needed to continue the REP. The five phases
of the REP of The Backbone are described in detail in the subsections
below.

3.2.1 Sales

The first phase of the REP is sales. The purpose of this phase is to
sell the EUP to a potential customer. The REP of The Backbone starts
therefore at the account manager. The account manager calls organ-
isations with the aim to inform them about the possibilities and be-
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Figure 2: Requirements engineering process of The Backbone
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nefits of the EUP. The account manager asks if the organisation he
calls, experiences performance issues or is interested in measuring
performances of applications. If this is the case, the organisation is
a potential customer, and the account manager informs the potential
customer on how the EUP could help in their particular situation.

The account manager tries to schedule a meeting with the potential
customer. If this succeeds, the account manager gives a presentation
to show the potential customer what the EUP is, where the EUP can
be used for, and what its possible applications are. The account man-
ager also asks for the needs of the potential customer. If the potential
customer is satisfied with the possibilities of the EUP, the account
manager sends a proposal with a task description and a price. If the
potential customer agrees with the proposal, he signs it and the EUP
is sold to The Backbone’s new customer.

3.2.2 Intake

When the EUP is sold by an account manager in the sales phase, the
performance consultant starts the intake phase. During this phase,
most of the customers’ requirements are mapped. The intake phase
is divided into four subphases: introduction of the EUP, information
needs, determination of the solution, and detailed review of the simulations.

3.2.2.1 Introduction of the EUP

The performance consultant starts the intake phase with contacting
the contact person of the organisation to make an appointment for
a meeting. This meeting most often takes place at the customer’s of-
fice. The first question the performance consultant always asks, is:
“Do you know what the EUP is?” This question is important since
the contact person is not always the person who bought the EUP, or
it may be that any of the attendants of the meeting does not have
enough knowledge on the EUP to start the intake process with. If this
is the case, the performance consultant explains what the product
does (measuring the end-user experience based on performance) and
what the possibilities of the product are (monitoring, doing trend ana-
lysis, checking if the organisations meets their SLAs with their users,
and checking if the software suppliers of the organisation meets their
SLAs).

The next question the performance consultant asks, is for the organ-
isation to think about the applications they want to monitor and why.
The performance consultant gives suggestions to the contact person if
the contact person cannot think of something himself. Suggestions are
done by asking about the primary processes of the organisation. For
example if an organisation sells products, the performance consult-
ant asks about their customer relationship management process. The
performance consultant asks about the applications used for this pro-
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cess and the relationships of these applications and gives suggestions
for monitoring on these applications and relationships. The customer
needs some time to think about the applications and relationships he
wants to monitor. Therefore, a new meeting is scheduled for at least
one week later to do the actual intake. If needed, the performance
consultant explains the purpose and possibilities of the EUP again.

When a customer already exactly knows what he wants to monitor,
this process is a lot faster.

3.2.2.2 Information needs

At this moment of the intake meeting, the customer has thought about
the applications and relationships between applications that need
monitoring. Now, the performance consultant asks a lot of open ques-
tions like: what is the problem of the customer, what do they exper-
ience with that problem, which components are involved, how are
these components connected to each other, which functionalities of
the applications do they use, how often do they use those function-
alities, when do the end-users experience problems with the applic-
ations? Depending of the scope the customer bought the EUP for
(troubleshooting, authentication, or SLA measuring) the above ques-
tions are translated to the right scope. If the scope is SLA measuring,
the performance consultant also asks for copies of the SLAs that need
monitoring. Another very important question the performance con-
sultant asks in this meeting is from which locations the applications
are used. This information is needed to decide where watcher nodes
need to be located.

During the intake meeting, the performance consultant draws the
architecture of the components and their relationships, to gather in-
sight on how the processes run through the IT infrastructure and how
the internal information flow looks like. The performance consultant
always checks his architecture drawing with the customer.

Based on the architecture drawing, the performance consultant and
customer invent simulations for the EUP. These simulations do not
need to be in detail, like: push this button now, but the steps that
need to be taken need to be clear, like: start the email application,
write an email, filling in the receiving email address, send the email,
receive the email, open the email, and finally close the email applic-
ation. All the components talked about earlier in the process, need
to come back in the simulations. The scenarios are based on the an-
swers the customer gave to the open questions asked earlier in the
process. The performance consultant asks deeper into the open ques-
tions. This phase of the meeting is like a brainstorm session about
the design and simulations with the customer and the performance
consultant. The result of this meeting is the scenarios that need to be
made, their priority, and the consistency between the scenarios. This
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result needs to be documented in a so-called design document. The
structure of this design document can be found in Appendix C.

In this phase of the meeting, the performance consultant also asks
about which notifications need to be sent in the case that a simulation
does not run successfully. Important here is to set a threshold in mil-
liseconds for ‘warning’ and ‘critical’ notifications. The performance
consultant also needs to know to whom the notifications needs to be
sent and the corresponding email address or phone number.

The dashboard is also discussed in this phase of the meeting. The
performance consultant wants to know if the customer is going to
use the dashboard for trend analysis or real-time information. This
information is needed to choose a dashboard application. Further-
more, the performance consultants asks about the information that
needs to be visible on the dashboard.

3.2.2.3 Determination of the solution

When the information needed is clear to the performance consultant,
the performance consultant and customer start with the determination
of the solution.

An important step in the determination of the solution is to create
accounts for the EUP with the rights to carry out the actions of the
simulations. This account also needs the rights to get the data needed
for the simulations. This can be hard to achieve. For example, if a
DigiD (Dutch Digital Identification) is needed, because test DigiD
accounts do not exist.

Now, the performance consultant walks through the simulations
step-by-step. This is a very time consuming process since the per-
formance consultant needs to focus on every possible little detail. An
example of a small detail is: does the simulation needs to press the
Enter key on the keyboard or click the OK button on the screen? All
these steps are documented in a table with three columns: the step,
the action (click on, fill in a user name, close the window), and the
check (very detailed description of the outcome when the action is
carried out in the right way, for example: a certain window or piece
of text appears).

The design document (Appendix C), including the table for the
simulations, is detailed in such a level that another performance con-
sultant is able to make the scripts without needing more information.

3.2.2.4 Detailed review of the simulations

Another benefit of this detailed design document (Appendix C) is
that employees of the customer that have not been in contact with
The Backbone yet, can also check the requirements and simulations.
This is also why the performance consultant of The Backbone asks
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the customer for feedback and confirmation: is the design document
correct and complete?

3.2.3 Scripting

After the intake phase is finished and feedback on the document is pro-
cessed and the customer confirmed the document, the actual scripting
takes place. This happens in the scripting phase.

Simple scripts are sometimes already scripted during the intake
meeting. The scripting is done at the location of the customer. Prefer-
ably, an employee of the customer is around to answer questions.
It happens often that during the scripting process, the performance
consultant finds out that it is more convenient to adjust simulations
a little bit, even with a very detailed simulation table. This can be
because of new insights, or because the script technology can handle
the simulation better if some parts are adjusted. During this scripting
process, verification of the customer is also important. This gives the
customer also the opportunity to change the requirements if needed.
If simulations are adjusted, or requirements change, the design doc-
ument (Appendix C) needs to be updated. The scripting process of
one simulation takes one up to four working days, depending on the
complexity and uniqueness of the simulation. A simulation for email
is already scripted multiple times, therefore this simulation takes less
time than a simulation that is uncommon.

3.2.4 Delivery

When all the simulations are scripted, the EUP gets delivered to the
customer in the delivery phase.

The performance consultant trains the customer in how the inform-
ation should be interpreted. The performance consultant also checks
with the customer whether the correct information is delivered by the
system and if the customer wants more information. This can lead to
selling new simulations or functionalities to the customer. Reports, for
example, is one of the functionalities customers often want when the
simulations are already running. For reports it is important to know
which information should be in the report and where the report must
be stored or sent to.

3.2.5 Evaluation

A few months after the EUP is delivered to the customer, the evalu-
ation phase begins. In this phase, the EUP as a product, the imple-
mentation of the EUP at the customer is evaluated, as well as how
the customer works with the EUP and the results the EUP produced
in the first months.
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An evaluation meeting is planned to evaluate the performance of
the EUP and to discuss the results the scripts of the EUP gave about
the performance of monitored applications. Present at this meeting
are the account manager and the performance consultant of The Back-
bone, both responsible for this particular customer, and representat-
ives of the customer. This meeting takes place at the customer’s loca-
tion.

During this meeting, new requirements for the EUP implementa-
tion at the customer, as well as for the EUP in general, can come
up. The account manager tries to sell more scripts, trainings, dash-
boards, and other services The Backbone offers. If this succeeds, the
REP starts all over again.





4
R E S E A R C H D E S I G N

This chapter describes the research methodology and research pro-
cess used in this thesis to find answers on the research questions
(RQs). The research methodology describes how to design a new arte-
fact, in this thesis a new REP. The research process describes the struc-
ture of this research.

4.1 research methodology

The goal of this research is to design a artefact in the form of a new
REP for The Backbone which is more time-efficient and leads to re-
quirements of a better quality than their current REP practice. There-
fore, this research makes use of design science, as design science is
used to create an explicitly applicable solution to a problem [31].

The design science research methodology (DSRM) of Peffers et
al. [31] is used for designing and evaluating the new REP for the EUP
monitoring solution at The Backbone. This DSRM is used because
this methodology is developed especially for design science research
in the field of information systems. In addition, the DSRM takes the
practical context of this study into account. Therefore it fits well with
the goal of this research.

The DSRM is an iterative process as can be seen in Figure 3. During
this study, the new REP is first designed and then twice improved,
resulting in REP v.0, REP v.1, and REP v.2. The DSRM includes the
following six steps [31]:

Figure 3: Design science research methodology (DSRM) as described by Pef-
fers et al. [31]
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1. Identify problem & motivate: in this first step, the specific re-
search problem is defined and the importance of a solution is
made clear. The problem identification and motivation for this
research can be found in chapter 1.

2. Define objective of a solution: after the problem identification
and motivation, the next step is to define objectives of a solu-
tion. The objectives of the solution, in this thesis a better REP
for the EUP monitoring solution of The Backbone, are defined
by answering the question “What would a better REP accom-
plish?” The objectives for the three versions of the new REP are
described in respectively section 5.1, section 6.1, and section 7.1.

3. Design and development: when the objectives of the new REP
are clear, the REP gets designed in this step. All elements of the
new REP design are elaborated in detail in this step. For the
three versions of the REP, the designs are elaborated in respect-
ively section 5.2, Figure 6.2, and section 7.2.

4. Demonstration: a demonstration of the new REP is conducted
in this demonstration step which takes place after the design
and development step. In this demonstration, the new REP is
used in a case study which is created based on two real cases.
For the evaluation of REP v.0, REP v.1 and REP v.2, the same
case study is used for comparability reasons. This case study
can be found in Appendix A. The demonstrations of the three
versions of the new REP are elaborated in respectively section 5.3,
section 6.3, and section 7.3.

5. Evaluation: during the evaluation step, observations are done
and interviews are held to check the new REP on its effective-
ness and efficiency. The evaluations of REP v.0, REP v.1, and
REP v.2 can be found in respectively section 5.4, section 6.4, and
section 7.4.

6. Communication: the last step of DSRM is to communicate the
findings of this research. This is done by writing this thesis.

4.2 research process

The research process used in this thesis, is visually summarised in
Figure 4 in the style of Verschuren & Doorewaard [39].

Background knowledge on REP structures as well as the current
REP practice at The Backbone is necessary before a better REP for the
EUP monitoring service at The Backbone can be designed. A REP is
better than the current practice of The Backbone if the REP leads to
requirements of a better quality in less time. This background know-
ledge is the result of an earlier study, and can be found in chapter 3

for the purpose of completeness.
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Figure 4: Research process

With this background knowledge, objectives for the first version of
the new REP (REP v.0) are described, after which REP v.0 is designed,
demonstrated, and evaluated in chapter 5. The DSRM of Peffers et
al. [31] is used for this purposes. Since REP v.0 is the first version of a
new design, its evaluation consists of an interview with the perform-
ance consultant to find the biggest teething problems before using the
precious time of customers.

The evaluation of REP v.0 has led to improvements which are imple-
mented in REP v.1 (chapter 6). This version of the REP is evaluated by
observations where REP v.1 is used at a customer and afterwards in-
terviews are held with the performance consultant and the customer.

New insights have been gathered from the evaluation of REP v.1
and these insights are used to improve the REP design. This led to
the design of REP v.2, which can be found in chapter 7. This final
version of the REP is evaluated by interviews with professionals in
RE from other software suppliers as input for a discussion on the
validity and generalisability of this REP. The discussion can be found
in chapter 8.





5
R E P V. 0

This chapter describes the work done to answer RQ1 and RQ2 by
designing and evaluating REP v.0. Before REP v.0 gets designed, its
objectives are described first. Next, all elements in the design of REP
v.0 are elaborated into detail. After REP v.0 is designed, a demonstra-
tion of REP v.0 is conducted via a case study. Finally, the REP gets
evaluated and learnings from the demonstration and evaluation for
REP v.1 are described.

5.1 objectives of rep v.0

As already mentioned in section 4.1, the objectives for the new REP
for the EUP monitoring solution of The Backbone are the answers to
the question “What would a better REP accomplish?”

First, there are objectives defined by The Backbone. These objectives
apply to all three versions of the new REP. The objectives defined by
The Backbone are:

• O-1: The new REP should be more time-efficient than the cur-
rent REP practice at The Backbone.

• O-2: The new REP should lead to less deficient requirements
than the current REP practice at The Backbone.

• O-3: The new REP should lead to a better implementation of
the EUP than the current REP practice at The Backbone.

• O-4: The new REP should lead to a more professional image
with customers than the current REP practice at The Backbone.

• O-5: The new REP should be visible for customers.

• O-6: The new REP should leave room for the performance con-
sultants to use their own knowledge.

• O-7: The new REP should make it possible for another perform-
ance consultant to take over the project from the initial perform-
ance consultant in case of emergency.

Second, there is one other objective that applies to all three ver-
sions of the new REP. This objective came from an earlier literature
study and is summarised in section 3.1 for completeness purposes.
The objective found in literature is:
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• O-8: The new REP should contain all four phases of which a
REP consists of according to literature (section 3.1): elicitation,
specification, validation & verification, and managing.

Third, there are objectives specific to REP v.0. These objectives con-
sist of solutions to time inefficiencies and documentation inefficien-
cies found by the author of this thesis in the current REP practice for
the EUP monitoring solution at The Backbone. These solutions help
at the same time to achieve objectives O-1 to O-8. The current REP
practice at The Backbone is elaborated in section 3.2.

The first time-inefficiency in the current REP of The Backbone is
that sometimes a new meeting needs to be scheduled because the
customer has not thought about applications and simulations before
the first meeting. This costs the performance consultant a lot of time
which is unnecessary, since he has to visit the company twice with
the same goal. A possible solution for this inefficiency could be to
somehow enforce the customer to think about applications and simu-
lations for performance monitoring beforehand. This solution would
lead to more time-efficiency since the performance consultant does
not have to visit the customer twice with the same goal(O-1), a more
professional image towards the customer since this would show the
customer that The Backbone has experience with the implementation
of the EUP and therefore knows what information they need (O-4), a
REP that is visible for the customer since the customer has to particip-
ate in it by thinking about applications and simulations(O-5), and a
REP that clearly contains an elicitation phase since a lot of information
is asked in the beginning of the project (O-8).

Another time-inefficiency found in the current REP is that if the
EUP is bought for SLA measuring, the performance consultant asks
for copies of the SLAs that need monitoring. This only happens in
the information needs subphase of the intake phase. It would be more
time-efficient if the customer sends the SLAs that need monitoring as
soon as possible to the performance consultant, or at least has copies
of the SLAs ready for inspection at the meeting. This solution leads
to more time-efficiency since the performance consultant does not
have to wait during the meeting for the customer to find the needed
SLAs or, worse, has to come back (O-1), a more professional image
towards the customer by asking the customer to prepare himself for
the meeting (O-4), and a REP that is visible for the customer since the
customer has to prepare himself for the meeting (O-5).

Time-inefficiency also happens due the fact that the performance
consultant draws the architecture of the applications, IT infrastruc-
ture, and their relationships during the intake meeting in the inform-
ation needs subphase. This costs time and is also more error sensitive
than if the customer would have prepared this information in ad-
vance of the intake meeting. This solution leads to more time-efficiency
since the performance consultant does not have to wait during the
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meeting for the customer to prepare the IT architecture or, worse, has
to come back (O-1), a better implementation of the EUP since the
customer has time to check and think about their IT architecture be-
forehand (O-3), a more professional image towards the customer by
asking the customer to prepare himself for the meeting (O-4), and a
REP that is visible for the customer since the customer has to prepare
himself for the meeting (O-5).

The current REP is also inefficient on the topic of documentation. In
section 3.2, it is described that all components discussed earlier in the
process do need to come back in the simulations. To be sure of this,
all components talked about need to be documented. However, this
documentation is not present in their current REP. A checklist would
help to document those components and check whether all compon-
ents are processed in the simulations. This solution would lead to
less deficient requirements since it is checked whether all compon-
ents are present in the simulations (O-2), a better implementation of
the EUP since all components that are discussed during the meeting
are taken into account (O-3), the possibility for the performance con-
sultant to use his own knowledge since it is his task to fill in the com-
ponents this solution only offers a structured way of documenting the
components (O-5), the possibility for another performance consultant
to take over the project in case of emergency since the components
talked about are documented in a structured way (O-7), and the REP
having a clear specification phase since components are documented
in a structured way (O-8).

The last documentation-inefficiency is about the evaluation phase.
During the evaluation meeting, the customer can propose improve-
ments for the EUP product and agreements are made between The
Backbone and the customer. During the meeting, field notes are made
by the performance consultant and account manager of The Back-
bone. However, these field notes are not properly elaborated into a
readable document and sent to the customer to sign, even when agree-
ments have been made. As a result, some agreements are never gotten
back to, which can lead to confidence and reputation loss, but also to
less sales. This solution leads to a better implementation of the EUP
since feedback is documented and this can be used to improve the
EUP product (O-3), a more professional image with customers since
they will get the feeling that the evaluation meeting is taken seriously
(O-4), and a REP with clear validation & verification and managing
phases since it is asked during the evaluation meeting whether the
EUP delivers the correct information and The Backbone has the op-
portunity to sell new requirements and find new requirements for the
EUP product that gets documented as well (O-8).

Solutions to the above presented inefficiencies form the objectives
specific to REP v.0. These objectives are:
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• O-9: The new REP should encourage the customer to think
about applications and simulations that need performance mon-
itoring before the first meeting with the performance consult-
ant.

• O-10: The new REP should encourage the customer to collect
copies of the SLAs that need performance monitoring before
the first meeting with the performance consultant.

• O-11: The new REP should encourage the customer to prepare
the architecture needed for the implementation of the EUP be-
fore the first meeting with the performance consultant.

• O-12: The new REP should provide a checklist for the perform-
ance consultant to check whether all components talked about
in the intake meeting are processed in the simulations.

• O-13: The new REP should encourage the performance consult-
ant to elaborate his field notes of the evaluation meeting.

5.2 design of rep v.0

Based on the objectives described in section 5.1, the current REP prac-
tice at The Backbone for their EUP monitoring solution is adjusted.
These adjustments to the current REP resulted in REP v.0. For REP
v.0, changes have been made in Appendix C, these changes are pro-
cessed in Appendix Ftogether with the changes made in the design
document in chapter 6 and chapter 7. The current REP practice at The
Backbone is elaborated in section 3.2 and summarised in Figure 1.

The current REP is adjusted on the following elements:

• (Sub)phases are renamed into terms that cover the content of
the (sub)phase better.

• The content of the (sub)phases is based on the four phases a
REP should contain according to literature as described in sec-
tion 3.1 (O-8).

• A questionnaire is added to the REP. This questionnaire encour-
ages the customer to think of applications and simulations that
need performance measuring before the performance consult-
ant visits them (O-9). The questionnaire also encourages the
customer to think of their IT architecture (O-11) and to collect
copies needed SLAs for the EUP (O-10) before the performance
consultant visits them.

• Together with the questionnaire, the website link of the EUP
product is also sent to the customer to give them the informa-
tion they need before filling in the questionnaire.
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Figure 5: Activity diagram REP v.0
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Figure 6: Summary REP v.0
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• A table is added to the so-called design document (Appendix F)
which functions as a checklist to check whether all components
talked about during the process are in the simulations (O-12).

• In REP v.0, the performance consultant and account manager of
The Backbone need to elaborate their field notes of the evalu-
ation meeting (O-13).

The adjusted REP forms REP v.0, and is described into detail below.
Figure 5 shows the activity diagram of REP v.0 in which the activit-

ies are grouped per actor (the account manager and the performance
consultant). REP v.0 is divided into five phases based on the phases of
the current REP practice at The Backbone: sales, requirements composi-
tion, scripting, delivery, and evaluation. Each phase has its own purpose.
The requirements composition phase is divided into four different sub-
phases. REP v.0 is summarised in Figure 6. In this figure, the arrows
indicate that the results of the previous (sub)phase are the input for
the next (sub)phase. The five phases of REP v.0 are described in detail
in the subsections below.

5.2.1 Sales

The first phase of the REP is sales. The purpose of this phase is to sell
the EUP.

REP v.0 starts therefore by the account manager. The account man-
ager tries to sell the EUP to potential customers by asking if they
experience IT performance problems or if they are interested in SLA
monitoring or monitoring for incident management. In such a case,
the account manager sketches them a solution with the EUP product
of The Backbone. If the potential customer is interested in buying the
EUP, the account manager needs to know the IT performance prob-
lem of the customer. It is preferred to gather this information during
a sales meeting since a meeting leads to more information than a
phone call does. This information is needed for the account manager
to make the proposal as accurate as possible. Gathering information
on the IT performance problem of the customer belongs to the elicit-
ation phase of Figure 1. The account manager does not have to know
the IT performance problem in very much detail, but he must have
gathered enough information to make a decent proposal. If the cus-
tomer accepts the proposal, the EUP is sold and the next phase starts.
The proposal belongs to the specification phase of Figure 1, since the
global IT performance problem is documented in the proposal.

Since not every sales meeting leads to a sale, the performance con-
sultant is normally not involved in this process. However, if it is
already clear that the potential customer is really interested or the
potential customer indicates that technical staff is joining the meet-
ing, the account manager can bring the performance consultant to
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the sales meeting for bringing in more technical knowledge to this
sales meeting.

5.2.2 Requirements composition

After the EUP is sold by an account manager, the requirements for the
EUP simulations need to be clear before the design and implementa-
tion of the EUP can start. This takes place in the requirements compos-
ition phase. To have the requirements for the EUP simulations clear,
the performance consultant needs consecutive to: gather information
on the IT performance problem of the customer, validate his under-
standing of the IT performance problem with the customer, think of
a solution for this IT performance problem, and validate this solu-
tion with the customer. Based on this, the next subphases need to be
carried out by the performance consultant: information gathering, val-
idation of the information, determination of the solution, validation of the
solution.

5.2.2.1 Information gathering

The first thing the performance consultant has to do is to gather a lot
of information on the IT performance problem the customer experi-
ences. To let the customer already think of applications and simula-
tions they want to have measured before the performance consultant
goes to meet the customer, a questionnaire is sent. This questionnaire
can be found in Appendix B. Along with the questionnaire, an inform-
ation package is also sent to the customer. This information package
prevents that the performance consultant goes to the customer just
to tell them again what the EUP is. The questionnaire helps the cus-
tomer to already think of the applications and simulations they want
to monitor the performance of and therefore prevents that the per-
formance consultant has come to the customer for no reason. In this
questionnaire, the customer is also asked to send copies of SLAs if
they want to monitor the performances of SLAs. Finally, the customer
is also asked to draw an architecture of the applications, functions of
the applications, and needed information for those applications. In
this way, the performance consultant can prepare himself optimally
before visiting the customer and the customer has thought about their
problem as well. All information gathered in this information gather-
ing subphase, belongs to the requirements elicitation phase in Figure 1,
but the documents that conduct all this information belong to the spe-
cification phase as represented in Figure 1.

5.2.2.2 Validation of requirements information

After the performance consultant received all the information and
has prepared himself, there is a solution meeting between the per-
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Table 1: Component table REP v.0

# Component Simulation Simulation step

1 Login on website Website Step 11

2

3

4

5

formance consultant and the customer. The goal of this meeting is
to validate the performance consultant’s understanding of the IT per-
formance problem of the customer completely, to design the solution,
and to validate this solution.

The validation of the performance consultant’s understanding of
the IT performance problem of the customer is done by walking
through all the information given to the performance consultant to-
gether with the customer. The validation of the performance consult-
ant’s understanding belongs to the validation & verification phase of
Figure 1. All components coming up in the meeting are put into the
component table (Table 1).

At this point of time, only the ‘component’ column needs to be
filled in. Later, every component gets a number for reference reasons
which can become useful later in the process and for communication
purposes. Filling in the ‘component’ column of Table 1 belongs to the
specification phase of the REP of Figure 1. At the end of the meeting,
the component table gets validated by the customer to be sure noth-
ing is missing. This belongs to the validation & verification phase of
Figure 1. It is also possible that the performance consultant observes
gabs in the IT performance problem, or the information handed to
him. These gaps can be filled during the meeting and therefore new
requirements can also get elicited.

One question the performance consultant should never forget to
ask is from which locations the applications that get their perform-
ance measured are used. This information is needed to discuss and
decide where watcher nodes need to be located. Eliciting require-
ments to fill gaps and the locations of which applications are used
belong to the elicitation phase of Figure 1.

5.2.2.3 Determination of the solution

At this point in the process, the performance consultant has a com-
plete understanding of the IT performance problem of the customer
and therefore can start working on the solution. The performance con-
sultant invents simulations for the EUP together with the customer.
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This is one meeting with the validation of requirements information sub-
phase.

First, the simulation scenarios need to be invented. This means that
there is no need to invent the simulations directly into much detail,
like: push this button. However, the steps that need to be taken need
to be clear, like: start the email application, write an email, filling in
the receiving email address, send the email, receive the email, open
the email, and finally close the email application. The simulations
get documented in the design document (Appendix F). All the com-
ponents talked about earlier in the process and written down in the
component table (Table 1) need to come back in the simulations. For
referring, the ‘simulation’ column of Table 1 needs to be filled at this
moment. The scenarios, their priority, and the consistency between
the scenarios must be clear before designing the scenarios in detail.

In this phase of the meeting, the performance consultant also asks
about which notifications need to be sent in the case that a simulation
does not run successfully. Important here is to set a threshold in mil-
liseconds for ‘warning’ and ‘critical’ notifications. The performance
consultant also needs to know to whom the notifications needs to be
sent and the corresponding email address or phone number.

The dashboard is also discussed in this phase of the meeting. The
performance consultant wants to know if the customer is going to
use the dashboard for trend analysis or real-time information. This
information is needed to choose a dashboard application. Further-
more, the performance consultants asks about the information that
needs to be visible on the dashboard.

When the simulations are roughly designed, the notifications are
clear, and the functionalities of the dashboard are clear, the simula-
tions can be further designed into detail. All simulation steps need to
be described very clearly into the document as shown in Appendix C.
Accordingly, the component table (Table 1) needs to be updated by
filling the ‘simulation step’ column.

With the design of the detailed simulations, it must be considered
that some simulations need accounts that give the EUP the rights to
carry out the actions of the simulations. This can be hard to achieve.
For example, if a DigiD (Dutch Digital Identification) is needed, be-
cause test DigiD accounts do not exist.

Documenting the simulations in the design document (Appendix F)
and to fill in the remaining columns of the component table (Table 1)
belong to the specification phase of Figure 1. Gathering the require-
ments concerning notifications and dashboards belong to the elicita-
tion phase of Figure 1.

5.2.2.4 Validation of the solution

Before the scripting can start, the designed solution for the customer
needs validated. The performance consultant walks through the sim-
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ulations step-by-step. This is a very time consuming process since the
performance consultant needs to focus on every possible little detail.
An example of a small detail is: does the simulation needs to press
the Enter key on the keyboard or click the OK button on the screen?
All these steps are documented in a table with three columns: the
step, the action (click on, fill in a user name, close the window), and
the check (very detailed description of the outcome when the action is
carried out in the right way, for example: a certain window or piece of
text appears). This check belongs to the validation & verification phase
of Figure 1. Since a lot of questions can arise to the performance con-
sultant during this check, it is preferred for this subphase to occur
during the same meeting as the validation of requirements information
and determination of the solution subphase.

The design document (Appendix F), including the table for the sim-
ulations, is detailed in such a level that another performance consult-
ant is able to make the scripts without needing more information.

Another benefit of this detailed design document is that employees
of the customer that have not been in contact with The Backbone yet,
can also check the requirements and simulations. This is also why the
performance consultant of The Backbone asks the customer for feed-
back and confirmation: is the design document correct and complete?
This belongs to the validation & verification phase of Figure 1.

5.2.3 Scripting

After feedback on the document is processed and the customer con-
firmed the document, the actual scripting takes place. This happens
in the scripting phase.

Simple scripts are sometimes already scripted during the require-
ments composition meeting. The scripting is done at the location of the
customer. Preferable, an employee of the customer is around to an-
swer questions. During this scripting process, the need to adjust or
to change requirements can arise, mainly due to technical challenges.
If simulations are adjusted, or requirements change, the design doc-
ument (Appendix F) needs to be updated. This belongs to the man-
agement phase of Figure 1. The verification step, of the validation &
verification phase of Figure 1, of the customer is also important dur-
ing this phase.

5.2.4 Delivery

When all the simulations are scripted, the EUP gets delivered to the
customer in the delivery phase.

The performance consultant trains the customer in how the data
that the EUP generates should be interpreted. The performance con-
sultant also checks with the customer if the correct information is
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delivered by the system and if the customer wants more information,
which belongs to the validation & verification phase in Figure 1. This
can lead to selling new simulations or functionalities to the customer,
this belongs to the managing phase of Figure 1.

5.2.5 Evaluation

A few months after the EUP is delivered to the customer, the evalu-
ation phase begins. In this phase, the EUP as a product, the imple-
mentation of the EUP at the customer is evaluated, as well as how
the customer works with the EUP and the results the EUP produced
in the first months.

An evaluation meeting is planned to evaluate the performance of
the EUP and to discuss the results the scripts of the EUP gave about
the performance of monitored applications. This belongs to the valid-
ation & verification phase of Figure 1. Present at this meeting are the
account manager and the performance consultant of The Backbone,
both responsible for this particular customer, and representatives of
the customer. This meeting takes place at the customer’s location.

During this meeting, new requirements for the EUP implementa-
tion at the customer, as well as for the EUP in general, can come up
for discussion. The account manager tries to sell more scripts, train-
ings, dashboards, and other services The Backbone offers. If this suc-
ceed, the REP starts all over again. Selling more products or services
that The Backbone offers belongs to the managing phase of Figure 1.

The account manager and performance consultant take field notes
during the evaluation meeting. Afterwards, they elaborate them into
a structured summary. This summary is sent to the customer to sign
since agreements can be made during the evaluation meeting. This
part of the evaluation phase belongs to the specification phase of Fig-
ure 1.

5.3 demonstration of rep v.0

REP v.0 is demonstrated below by the use of a case study in the com-
pany. The organisation name and the applications used in the case
study are anonymised to guarantee the privacy of the real organisa-
tions. The case study can be found in Appendix A. This case study is
a combination of two real cases The Backbone had in the past.

The first case concerns a municipality in The Netherlands. The ac-
count manager of The Backbone tried to sell the EUP to the muni-
cipality while they did not experience performance issues and no
budget was left for non-urgent IT projects. However, a few weeks
later end-users were complaining about two applications that were
performing too slow. Both applications run on a Service Based Com-
puting (SBC) system. The municipality had no insight into the extent
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of the problem and therefore wanted to gather insights on which
end-users were experiencing the performance problems, which times
the applications were slow, and the root cause of the performance
problem for example a certain action. Therefore, they contacted The
Backbone by themselves and asked for a proposal. Due to the prob-
lems experienced at the municipality, the performance consultant of
The Backbone implemented the EUP three working days after the mu-
nicipality agreed on the proposal of The Backbone. There were two
meetings needed to implement three scripts. The municipality had
an architectural drawing ready to be used during the second meeting.
With the use of the EUP, the municipality was able to find the root
cause of the performance problem of both applications. With this in-
formation, the municipality fixed the performance problem of both
applications.

The second case is a company in the industry sector for whom the
performance of the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) ap-
plication is crucial. The CRM application is linked with their Order
Management System and their Document Management System. The
CRM application is used by hundreds of end-users at the same time
every day. Most end-users use a SBC system to have access to the
CRM application. End-users are complaining that the CRM applica-
tion is being slow. However, since the CRM application is linked to
multiple systems, the IT department of the company wants to know
whether the CRM application or one of the linked systems is being
slow. The account manager of The Backbone sold the EUP to the com-
pany. This company was already a customer of The Backbone for two
years and already had purchased multiple projects and products of
The Backbone. To implement the EUP, the performance consultant
needed to visit the company twice. The first time for tuning the EUP
to the wishes of the company, the second time to review the solu-
tion made by the performance consultant. The solution consisted of
the definition of five scripts, of which two are actually implemented.
The company was prepared for the meetings with the performance
consultant by already thinking about the steps needed in the scripts.
In the end, the company could not solve their performance problem
with the use of the EUP. However, the application manager of the
company received other information as well that helped him to solve
the problem anyway.

For the case study, information from both these cases is used. From
the first case, the urgency is used as well as being a new customer
for The Backbone. This information is used, since it becomes more
likely to attract new customers for The Backbone since their current
customers already know of the EUP.

From the second case, the CRM application is used. This part is
used since it is a very important application in most companies. Be-
sides that, a CRM application is mostly linked to a couple of other
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applications and is accessed by end-users via a SBC. This access via
a SBC happens a lot as can also be seen in the first case.

5.3.1 Sales

ABC calls an account manager of The Backbone because ABC exper-
iences IT performance issues now and wants to know whether the
EUP can help them tracing the problem or not. The account manager
explains ABC how the EUP could help tracing the performance prob-
lem. Since the ABC wants the performance issue to be solved as soon
as possible, they do not feel the need for the account manager to come
over for a meeting to give a presentation about the EUP. Instead, ABC
wants to receive a proposal as soon as possible, also to compare the
costs of the EUP to those of other solutions.

The proposal gets accepted by ABC and therefore the EUP is sold.

5.3.2 Requirements composition

Directly after the proposal is accepted by ABC, the performance con-
sultant of The Backbone contacts ABC to arrange a meeting with
them. The performance consultant directly starts the information gath-
ering subphase at this moment at time.

5.3.2.1 Information gathering

To start this subphase, the performance consultant of The Backbone
sends the questionnaire and the information package of the EUP to
ABC.

The next day, The Backbone receives the ABC representative’s an-
swers to the questionnaire (Appendix B):

1. Why did you purchase the EUP?

ABC: We purchased the EUP because our end-users are com-
plaining about our CRM application being slow. This CRM sys-
tem is just implemented in our organisation, but this application
is used hundreds times each day and is very important for the
continuity of our business. We want to know whether the CRM
application is slow or one of the linked applications does not
perform well.

2. Which applications would you like to monitor? (Examples are:
Outlook, Hix, Website: http://www.thebackbone.nl)

ABC: The CRM application. But also our Order Management
System (OMS) and our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) ap-
plication since those are linked to the CRM application.
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3. Of which actions in these applications do you want to monitor
the performance?

ABC: From the CRM application we want to monitor the per-
formance of starting the CRM application, the logging in per-
formance, the performance of adding new data to the CRM ap-
plication, and the performance of searching through the CRM
application. From the OMS and ERP applications, we want to
monitor an action in CRM that needs to get its data from the
OMS and ERP applications.

4. Do you want to monitor SLAs? If so, please add them as an
attachment.

ABC: Yes, we want to monitor the SLA of the CRM application.

5. How are the applications that need to be monitored linked?
(What is the architecture like, where does the required data
come from, etc.?)

The answer to this question is skipped because it has no added
value for this research.

5.3.2.2 Validation of requirements information

Since the IT performance issues ABC experiences at the moment do
have a lot of impact on the organisation, the performance consult of
The Backbone meets ABC three days after ABC answered the ques-
tionnaire.

Together with ABC, the performance consultant walks through all
the information ABC has given him so far. The performance consult-
ant asks a lot of questions to the ABC representative to get a complete
understanding. During this meeting, the performance consultant fills
in the ‘component’ column of Table 2. At the end of the meeting, the
ABC representative is asked to check whether all components talked
about are represented in this table.

The performance consultant asks the ABC representative from which
locations end-users approach the CRM, OMS, and ERP applications.
The representative answers that end-users use those applications from
desktops in the ABC office as well as from their business laptops. The
performance consultant asks if those laptops are also used outside the
office of ABC, the representative tells him that this is often the case.
Therefore the watcher nodes are going to be on a laptop located in
the locked cabinet on the working floor with a good Wi-Fi signal and
on a desktop with a LAN internet connection.

5.3.2.3 Determination of the solution

Now, the simulations are determined by filling in the ‘simulation’
column of Table 2.
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Table 2: Component table demonstration REP v.0

# Component Simulation Simulation step

1 Start CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern data CRM_start

2 Login CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern data CRM_login

3 Add data to CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern data CRM_add_data

4 Search in CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern data CRM_search_data

5 CRM needs data
from OMS

CRM OMS

6 CRM needs data
from ERP

CRM ERP

7 Close CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern data CRM_logoff

CRM_close

Next, the performance consultant asks for notification requirements.
For every ‘warning’ an email must be sent to the ABC representative,
for every ‘critical’ an email and a SMS must be sent to the ABC rep-
resentative.

The ABC representative and the performance consultant now dis-
cuss the dashboards. They agree on one dashboard to start with,
which is going to be used for trend analysis. This decision is based
on the fact that for every warning or critical an email gets sent to the
ABC representative.

The following step is that Table 3 of Appendix C is filled in for
the simulation CRM intern data. The tables for the simulations on the
components CRM OMS and CRM ERP are not made for the purpose
of this demonstration.

After the simulation steps have been designed, the ‘simulation step’
column of Table 2 gets updated and in Table 4 from the design docu-
ment (Appendix F) the thresholds for ‘critical’ and ‘warning’ notific-
ations are set.

After the ABC representative creates a CRM account for the EUP,
this phase is finished.

5.3.2.4 Validation of the solution

The performance consultant and the ABC representative both check
if the simulation steps are formulated well and if nothing is missing.
Everything is good, therefore the scripting phase can start.
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Table 3: Simulation steps REP v.0

Step ID Action Check

CRM_start Open the CRM applic-
ation

Text “ABC User Dash-
board”

CRM_login Fill in username and
password

Text “Welcome,
Marie.”

CRM_add_data Click on: “Add cus-
tomer”

Text “Customer name
is:”

Give customer the
following name:
“12345678”

Text “12345678”

Click on: “Add” Text “Customer
12345678 is added
to the database”

CRM_search_data Search for customer
with name: “12345678”.
Press Enter

Text “12345678”

CRM_delete_data Select “Customer
name: 12345678”.
Press Delete

Text “12345678” can-
not be found

CRM_logoff Click on: “Log off” Text “Are you sure you
want to log off?”

Click “Yes” Text “You’re logged
off”

CRM_close Click “X” in upper
right corner

Text “Recycle bin” on
desktop

Table 4: Notification thresholds REP v.0

Step ID Warning Critical

CRM_start 20000 25000

CRM_login 18000 23000

CRM_add_data 7000 10000

CRM_search_data 10000 12000

CRM_delete_data 15000 18000

CRM_logoff 4000 6000

CRM_close 4000 6000

CRM_intern_data_total 80000 100000
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5.3.3 Scripting

The CRM_intern_data script is not very complicated and therefore gets
scripted directly after the simulation steps are checked. The ABC rep-
resentative stays close to the performance consultant to answer pos-
sible questions. The dashboard is later built in the office of The Back-
bone.

5.3.4 Delivery

After the scripts and the dashboards are finished, the performance
consultant goes the ABC office for another meeting with the ABC
representative. The performance consultant installs the scripts on the
watcher nodes and gives the ABC representative access to the dash-
board.

Accordingly, the performance consultant explains to the ABC rep-
resentative how the dashboard should be read and how the results
can be analysed using the dashboard.

Also the first results are explained by the performance consultant
to the ABC representative.

5.3.5 Evaluation

Two months after the delivery phase, the performance consultant has
another meeting with the ABC representative, but now the account
manager also joins them.

The EUP works well and the problem is found, but the ABC rep-
resentative wants to have a weekly report on the notifications of last
week. Agreements on this are made during the meeting.

Afterwards, the performance consultant and the account manager
of The Backbone create a structured summary and send it to ABC to
sign it.

5.4 evaluation of rep v.0

REP v.0 was evaluated by a walk-through of the REP and an interview
with the performance consultant of The Backbone. This evaluation led
to learnings that are used in chapter 6 to design REP v.1. The evalu-
ation was carried out in Dutch, since this is the native language of
both the author of this thesis and the performance consultant. The
evaluation was voice recorded. Field notes have also been made and
were elaborated directly after the evaluation. Accordingly, feedback
was given on the elaborated version of the field notes by the perform-
ance consultant. It was made clear to the performance consultant that
the goal of this evaluation is to receive as much feedback as possible.
Therefore, the performance consultant was encouraged to ask ques-
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tions during the evaluation and to not save them until the end of the
evaluation. The evaluation was divided into two parts. In the first
part, the author of this thesis and the performance consultant walked
through REP v.0 together. In the second part, the author of this thesis
conducted an interview with the performance consultant. The inter-
view questions in Dutch and in English can be found in Appendix D.

5.4.1 Walk-through REP v.0

During the walk-through, the performance consultant and the author
of this thesis discussed REP v.0 part-by-part. The performance con-
sultant gave his opinion about all (sub)phases. Below, the (sub)phases
are presented, along with improvements that are found during the
walk-through part of the evaluation:

5.4.1.1 Sales

The EUP does not necessarily have to be used in case of an ‘IT per-
formance problem’. The EUP is all about the ‘performance need of IT
services from the end-user perspective’.

5.4.1.2 Requirements composition

Requirements composition is a logical name for this phase.

information gathering Instead of an information package in
the form of a document, the link to a website can be sent to the cus-
tomer. This saves sending documents to the customer and a website
is also more up to date than extra documentation. ‘IT services’ is a
better term to use in this case than ‘applications’, because for the
implementation of some services, multiple applications are needed.

validation of requirements information The component
table (Table 1) is useful to check whether all components are actual
used in the simulations.

determination of the solution The elicitation of the simula-
tions and the simulation steps are missing in this subphase. However,
those are two different components in the elicitation phase. First the
simulations are elicited, then the notification and dashboard needs,
and only then the steps of the simulations. A good addition to the
process would be to add a table in which the notification and dash-
board needs can be documented and can be checked when the needs
are implemented in the notifications or dashboards. Solution design is
a better term for the functionality of this subphase than ‘determination
of the solution’ since the solution gets designed in this subphase.
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Questionnaire: Asking multiple persons of the customer to fill in
the questionnaire, leads to a completer image of the different needs.
Filling in the questionnaire should not take longer than 10 minutes
for one person. To prevent getting a lot of documents for each project,
this questionnaire could be an attachment in the design document
(Appendix F).

Question 1: This question needs to be reformulated. It is already de-
scribed in the contract why the customer bought the EUP. However,
this question is used for the customer to tell us his needs in his own
words. Different persons have different needs and this information
is needed for a complete view of the performance needs of the cus-
tomer. The question needs probably a short introduction. Therefore
an option of this question is: “Your goal of the EUP is mentioned in
the contract. However, could you please tell us your needs for the
EUP using your own words?”

Question 2: “Applications and/or services” is a better term for “ap-
plications” since not only applications need monitoring, but services
do need monitoring as well. Other examples of applications and/or
services are: Citrix, ERP, and CRM applications.

Question 3: The following question is clearer:

• “Of which of the commonly used activities by end-users do you
want to monitor its performance? and/or

• Of which activities and/or actions where you experience per-
formance issues, do you want to monitor their performance?
and/or

• Of which of the activities that are appointed in a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) do you want to monitor the performance?”

Question 4: Not every organisation wants to send their SLAs. A part
of this question is also answered in the new formulation for question
3. Therefore, this question can be rephrased as follows: “If you are
going to use the End-User Performance Monitor for monitoring SLAs,
please sent the relevant SLAs as an attachment or have them ready
before the meeting.”

Question 5: The technical components related to the service, like
hardware and storage, so also belong to the architecture and therefore
should be named in the question.

validation of the solution This phase seems to be completely
logical.

5.4.1.3 Scripting

Implementing is a better term for this phase than scripting is, since this
phase is more than just scripting. Making dashboards is, for example,
also a component of this phase.
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5.4.1.4 Delivery

The term delivery is misplaced for this phase. Delivery sounds if the
process is finished after this phase, while in practice the process just
started. First data gets gathered, after which it needs to be analysed.
Mostly these analyses lead to new needs, after which the whole REP
starts over. Therefore the term start performance monitoring is a better
name for this phase.

5.4.1.5 Evaluation

The actual time between the end of the delivery phase and the start
of the evaluation phase with the evaluation meeting is nowadays too
long. Therefore, this time may be reduced to one month. Not every
organisation wants to sign a document like the one generated after
the evaluation meeting. On the other side, some organisations find it
more professional to sign such a document instead of giving their con-
firmation by email. Therefore it is better to leave the decision whether
to ask an organisation to sign it or to get a confirmation by email to
the performance consultant.

5.4.1.6 Iterations

Whenever there are new requirements sold in the delivery or evaluation
phase, REP v.0 always returns to the sales phase. This is mainly to
check the contract if the customer already paid for extra requirements
like the new ones, or if a new contract is needed. In the case that
the customer already paid for the extra requirements, the sales phase
takes way less time than normal.

5.4.2 Interview

This interview took place directly after the walk-through. The author
of this thesis interviewed the performance consultant of The Back-
bone about his opinion about REP v.0. Like the walk-through, the
interview took place in Dutch since this is the mother language of
both the author of this thesis and the performance consultant. The
questions that are asked during this interview can be found in Ap-
pendix D.

The performance consultant thinks that REP v.0 is better than the
current REP practice of The Backbone in all aspects, like: usability,
usefulness, efficiency, quality of written requirements, implementa-
tion quality of requirements, and professional image (Appendix D).
However, the additions done in the process like the questionnaire (Ap-
pendix B) must be integrated into the design document (Appendix F)
before it can really be used. Also a list of actions may lead to a better
usability of REP v.0. The reasons why REP v.0 are an improvement of
the current REP practice at The Backbone are:
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• REP v.0 gives structure and is therefore also less ad hoc. This
structure gives the customer the feeling of dealing with a pro-
fessional and provides also more realistic expectations towards
the customer. Besides, structure in a process indicates experi-
ence and therefore leads to more confidence by the customer.
Structure increases the portability when another performance
consultant needs to take over the project and also gives guid-
ance to do all steps needed.

• By using REP v.0, the information needed for the project to suc-
ceed is complete in the beginning of the project and also gets
verified by the customer. This creates a base to work with.

• REP v.0 leads to better requirements, since the requirements are
written down and also verified by the customer before imple-
menting them.

• REP v.0 probably leads to more requirements than there is time
to implement those requirements at the first contract. This may
lead to new contracts and therefore more profit for The Back-
bone.

5.5 conclusions of rep v.0

This chapter’s most important conclusion is that REP v.0 is an im-
provement in respect to the current REP practice at The Backbone.
REP v.0 is considered by the performance consultant to perform bet-
ter on aspects like: usability, usefulness, efficiency, quality of written
requirements, implementation quality of requirements, and profes-
sional image than the current REP practice at The Backbone. Besides
that, all objectives O-1 until O-13 are processed into the design of REP
v.0.

However, before the REP can be used by The Backbone, some as-
pects need more improvement:

• The terminology should be changed on some points to make the
REP clearer for the user. Sometimes, the terminology changes
are small, like: rephrasing “application” into “IT services”. Some-
times, these terminology changes have a bigger impact, like re-
phrasing all the questions of the questionnaire.

• In the determination of the solution subphase, the elicitation of the
simulations and the simulations steps should be added.

• New checklists for the notification and dashboard needs need
to be added to the design document (Appendix F).

• The evaluation phase should start after one month after the EUP
is implemented instead of two months.
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These improvements are the input for the objectives in chapter 6.





6
R E P V. 1

This chapter describes the work done to answer RQ3 and RQ4 by
designing and evaluating REP v.1. As in chapter 5, the objectives of
REP v.1 are described before REP v.1 gets designed. The design is
elaborated into detail, after which a demonstration of REP v.1 is con-
ducted via a case study. Lastly, the REP gets evaluated and learnings
from the demonstration and evaluation for REP v.2 are described.

6.1 objectives of rep v.1

For REP v.1, there are two types of objectives: objectives that apply to
all three versions of the new REP and objectives specific to REP v.1.

The objectives that apply to all three versions of the new REP are
objectives O-1 up to and including O-8 which are already described
in section 5.1.

The objectives specific to REP v.1 are improvements on REP v.0.
Those improvements have been found during the evaluation of REP
v.0 (section 5.4) and are summarised below.

Before the REP can be used by The Backbone, some aspects need
more improvement.

First of all, the terminology needs improvement. Changes to the
terminology make the REP clearer for the user. Sometimes, the ter-
minology changes are small, like: rephrasing “application” into “IT
services”. Sometimes, these terminology changes have a bigger im-
pact, like rephrasing all the questions of the questionnaire.

Second, to complete the REP, the elicitation of the simulations and
the simulations steps during the determination of the solution subphase
should be added to the REP.

Third, the design document (Appendix C) needs an update. New
checklists for the notification and dashboard needs need to be added
to the design document.

Lastly, the evaluation phase should start after one month instead
of two months after the EUP is implemented.

The improvements are summarised below:

• O-14: The new REP should use terminology that is clear for the
user.

• O-15: The new REP should be complete, no steps missing in the
process.

• O-16: The new REP should contain an updated version of the
design document as showed in Appendix F.

47
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• O-17: The new REP should have an evaluation phase that starts
one month after the EUP is implemented.

6.2 design of rep v.1

REP v.1 is an improved version of REP v.0 (chapter 5), therefore
parts of REP v.1 are the same as in REP v.0. For REP v.1, changes
have been made in Appendix C, these changes are processed in Ap-
pendix Ftogether with the changes made in the design document in
chapter 5 and chapter 7. The improvements consist of the objectives
given in section 6.1.

Figure 7 shows the activity diagram of REP v.1 in which the activit-
ies are grouped per actor (the account manager and the performance
consultant). REP v.1 is divided into five phases: sales, requirements
composition, implementing, start performance monitoring, and evaluation.
Each of these phases has its own purpose. Four subphases form to-
gether the requirements composition phase. Figure 8 summarises REP
v.1. The arrows in this figure indicate that the results of the previous
(sub)phase are the input for the next (sub)phase. The five phases of
REP v.1 are described in detail in the subsections below.

6.2.1 Sales

The first phase of the REP is sales. The purpose of this phase is to sell
the EUP. REP v.1 starts therefore by the account manager. The account
manager tries to sell the EUP to potential customers by asking if they
experience IT performance problems or if they have a performance
need of IT services from the end-user perspective, for example SLA
monitoring or monitoring for incident management. In such a case,
the account manager sketches them a solution with the EUP product
of The Backbone. If the potential customer is interested in buying the
EUP, the account manager needs to know the performance need of IT
services from the end-user perspective of the customer. It is preferred
to gather this information during a sales meeting since a meeting
leads to more information than a phone call does. This information
is needed for the account manager to make the proposal as accurate
as possible. Gathering information on the performance need of IT
services from the end-user perspective of the customer belongs to
the elicitation phase of Figure 1. The account manager does not have
to know the IT performance need in very much detail, but he must
have gathered enough information to make a decent proposal. If the
customer accepts the proposal, the EUP is sold and the next phase
starts. The proposal belongs to the specification phase of Figure 1, since
the global IT performance need is documented in the proposal.

Since not every sales meeting leads to a sale, the performance con-
sultant is normally not involved in this process. However, if it is
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Figure 7: Activity diagram REP v.1
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Figure 8: Summary REP v.1
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already clear that the potential customer is really interested or the
potential customer indicates that technical staff is joining the meet-
ing, the account manager can bring the performance consultant to
the sales meeting for bringing in more technical knowledge to this
sales meeting.

Whenever new requirements are sold in the start performance mon-
itoring or evaluation phase, the sales phase can takes less time than it
takes for a new EUP project. The sales phase is in that case needed
to check whether the new requirements fit in the current contract or
if a new contract is needed. If no new contract is needed, the sales
phase is finished and the requirements composition phase starts. If a
new contract is needed, the sales phase is also faster since the inform-
ation needed for an accurate proposal is already gathered in the start
performance monitoring or evaluation phase.

6.2.2 Requirements composition

After the EUP is sold by an account manager or when new require-
ments are sold to an existing customer, the requirements for the EUP
simulations need to be clear before the design and implementation
of the EUP can start. This takes place in the requirements composition
phase. To have the requirements for the EUP simulations clear, the
performance consultant needs consecutively to: gather information
on the performance need of IT services from the end-user perspect-
ive of the customer, validate his understanding of this IT performance
need with the customer, think of a solution for this IT performance
problem, and validate this solution with the customer. Based on this,
the next subphases need to be carried out by the performance consult-
ant: information gathering, validation of the information, solution design,
validation of the solution.

6.2.2.1 Information gathering

The first thing the performance consultant has to do is to gather a lot
of information on the performance need of IT services from the end-
user perspective of the customer. To let the customer already think of
IT services and simulations they want to have measured before the
performance consultant goes to meet the customer, a questionnaire
is sent. This questionnaire is an attachment in the design document
(Appendix F) but can also be found in Appendix E. Multiple employ-
ees of the customer who have to work with the EUP are asked to
fill this questionnaire. Along with the questionnaire, a website link
to the EUP product website is also sent to the customer. This website
contains all information a customer needs for the EUP. This website
link prevents that the performance consultant goes to the customer
just to tell them again what the EUP is. The questionnaire helps the
customer to already think of the applications and simulations they
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Table 5: Component table REP v.1

# Component Simulation Simulation step

1 Login on website Website Step 11

2

3

4

5

want to monitor the performance of and therefore prevents that the
performance consultant has come to the customer for no reason. In
this questionnaire, the customer is also asked to send copies of SLAs
if they want to monitor the performances of SLAs. Finally, the cus-
tomer is also asked to draw an architecture of the applications, func-
tions of the IT services, and needed information for those IT services.
In this way, the performance consultant can prepare himself optim-
ally before visiting the customer and the customer has thought about
their problem as well. All information gathered in this information
gathering subphase, belongs to the requirements elicitation phase in
Figure 1, but the documents in which all this information is gathered,
belong to the specification phase as represented in Figure 1.

6.2.2.2 Validation of requirements information

After the performance consultant received all the information and
has prepared himself, there is a solution meeting between the per-
formance consultant and the customer. The goal of this meeting is
to validate the performance consultant’s understanding of the IT per-
formance need of the customer completely, to design the solution,
and to validate this solution.

The validation of the performance consultant’s understanding of
the IT performance need of the customer is done by walking through
all the information given to the performance consultant together with
the customer. The validation of the performance consultant’s under-
standing belongs to the validation & verification phase of Figure 1. All
components coming up in the meeting are put into the component
table by the performance consultant. The component table is integ-
rated in the design document (Appendix F) and can also be found in
Table 5. At this point of time, only the ‘component’ column needs to
be filled in. Later, every component gets a number for reference reas-
ons which can become useful later in the process and for communic-
ation purposes. Filling in the ‘component’ column of the component
table belongs to the specification phase of the REP of Figure 1. At the
end of the meeting, the component table gets validated by the cus-
tomer to be sure nothing is missing. This belongs to the validation &
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verification phase of Figure 1. It is also possible that the performance
consultant observes gaps in the IT performance need, or the informa-
tion handed to him. These gaps can be filled during the meeting and
therefore new requirements can also get elicited.

One question the performance consultant should never forget to
ask is from which locations the applications that get their perform-
ance measured are used. This information is needed to discuss and
decide where watcher nodes need to be located. Eliciting require-
ments to fill gaps and the locations of which applications are used
belong to the elicitation phase of Figure 1.

6.2.2.3 Solution design

At this point in the process, the performance consultant has a com-
plete understanding of the IT performance need of the customer and
therefore can start working on the solution. The performance consult-
ant invents simulations for the EUP together with the customer. This
is one meeting with the validation of requirements information subphase.

First, the simulation scenarios need to be invented. This means that
there is no need to invent the simulations directly into much detail,
like: push this button. However, the steps that need to be taken need
to be clear, like: start the email application, write an email, filling in
the receiving email address, send the email, receive the email, open
the email, and finally close the email application. The simulations get
documented in the design document of Appendix C. All the com-
ponents talked about earlier in the process and written down in the
component table (Table 5) need to come back in the simulations. For
referring, the ‘simulation’ column of the component table (Table 5)
needs to be filled at this moment. The scenarios, their priority, and
the consistency between the scenarios must be clear before designing
the scenarios in detail.

In this phase of the meeting, the performance consultant also asks
about which notifications need to be sent in the case that a simulation
does not run successfully. The notification needs of the customer get
described by the performance consultant in the ‘information need’
column of Table 6. The performance consultant also needs to know to
whom the notifications needs have to be sent and the corresponding
email address or phone number.

The dashboard is also discussed in this phase of the meeting. The
performance consultant wants to know if the customer is going to
use the dashboard for trend analysis or real-time information. This
information is needed to choose a dashboard application. Further-
more, the performance consultants asks about the information that
needs to be visible on the dashboard. This information is gathered in
the first row and the ‘dashboard need’ column of Table 7.

When the simulations are roughly designed, the notification need
is clear as are the functionalities of the dashboard, the simulations
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Table 6: Notification thresholds REP v.1

Notification

need Step ID Warning Critical

Starting CRM CRM_start 20000 25000

Logging in in CRM CRM_login 18000 23000

Adding data in
CRM

CRM_add_data 7000 10000

Searching in the
data in CRM

CRM_search_data 10000 12000

Deleting data from
CRM

CRM_delete_data 15000 18000

Logging off in
CRM

CRM_logoff 4000 6000

Closing CRM CRM_close 4000 6000

Total CRM applica-
tion

CRM_intern_data_total 80000 100000

Table 7: Dashboard needs REP v.1

Goal: Trend analysis / Real-time information

Dashboard

need screen table / chart

Trend line for the time that the CRM
scenario needs to complete with a
variable time frame

Main screen Chart 1

Percentages of time each step had a
‘warning’ / ‘critical’ notification in
the last 24 hours

Main screen Table 1
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can be further designed into detail. All simulation steps need to be
described very clearly into the document as shown in Appendix C.
Accordingly, the component table (Table 5) needs to be updated by
filling the ‘simulation step’ column. Accordingly, the ‘step ID’ column
of Table 6 can be filled by the performance consultant to check whether
all notification needs have been integrated in the scenarios. Also, the
thresholds in milliseconds for ‘warning’ and ‘critical’ notifications
needs to be set. This is done in a cooperation with the customer and
the performance consultant. Table 7 is also filled in further by the per-
formance consultant while designing the dashboard. By filling in this
table, the performance consultant checks whether all desired func-
tionalities are in the dashboard design.

With the design of the detailed simulations, it must be considered
that some simulations need accounts that give the EUP the rights to
carry out the actions of the simulations. This can be hard to achieve.
For example, if a DigiD (Dutch Digital Identification) is needed, be-
cause test DigiD accounts do not exist.

Documenting the simulations in the design document and to fill in
the remaining columns of the component table belong to the specific-
ation phase of Figure 1. Gathering the requirements concerning noti-
fications and dashboards belong to the elicitation phase of Figure 1.

6.2.2.4 Validation of the solution

Before the scripting can start, the designed solution for the customer
needs to be validated. The performance consultant walks through the
simulations step-by-step. This is a very time consuming process since
the performance consultant needs to focus on every possible little de-
tail. An example of a small detail is: does the simulation need to press
the Enter key on the keyboard or click the OK button on the screen?
All these steps are documented in a table with three columns: the
step, the action (click on, fill in a user name, close the window), and
the check (very detailed description of the outcome when the action is
carried out in the right way, for example: a certain window or piece of
text appears). This check belongs to the validation & verification phase
of Figure 1. Since a lot of questions can arise to the performance con-
sultant during this check, it is preferred for this subphase to occur
during the same meeting as the validation of requirements information
and solution design subphase.

The design document, including the table for the simulations, is
detailed in such a level that another performance consultant is able
to make the scripts without needing more information.

Another benefit of this detailed design document is that employees
of the customer that have not been in contact with The Backbone yet,
can also check the requirements and simulations. This is also why the
performance consultant of The Backbone asks the customer for feed-
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back and confirmation: is the design document correct and complete?
This belongs to the validation & verification phase of Figure 1.

6.2.3 Implementing

After feedback on the document is processed and the customer con-
firmed the document, the actual scripting takes place. This happens
in the scripting phase.

Simple scripts are sometimes already scripted during the require-
ments composition meeting. The scripting is done at the location of the
customer. Preferable, an employee of the customer is around to an-
swer questions. During this scripting process, the need to adjust or
to change requirements can arise, mainly due to technical challenges.
If simulations are adjusted, or requirements change, the design docu-
ment needs to be updated. This belongs to the management phase of
Figure 1. The verification by the customer, which is a step of the val-
idation & verification phase of Figure 1, is also important during this
phase.

6.2.4 Start performance monitoring

When all the simulations are scripted, the EUP starts with the per-
formance monitoring.

In this start performance monitoring phase, the performance consult-
ant also trains the customer in how the data that the EUP generates
should be interpreted. The performance consultant also checks with
the customer if the correct information is delivered by the system
and if the customer wants more information, which belongs to the
validation & verification phase in Figure 1. This can lead to selling new
simulations or functionalities to the customer, which belongs to the
managing phase of Figure 1.

6.2.5 Evaluation

One month after the performance monitoring of the EUP has been
started, the evaluation phase begins. In this phase, the EUP as a product,
the implementation of the EUP at the customer is evaluated, as well
as how the customer works with the EUP and the results the EUP
produced in the first months.

An evaluation meeting is planned to evaluate the performance of
the EUP and to discuss the results the scripts of the EUP gave about
the performance of monitored applications. This belongs to the valid-
ation & verification phase of Figure 1. Present at this meeting are the
account manager and the performance consultant of The Backbone,
both responsible for this particular customer, and representatives of
the customer. This meeting takes place at the customer’s location.
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During this meeting, new requirements for the EUP implementa-
tion at the customer, as well as for the EUP in general, can come up for
discussion. The account manager tries to sell more scripts, trainings,
dashboards, and other services The Backbone offers. If this succeed,
the REP starts all over again at the sales phase. Selling more products
or services that The Backbone offers belongs to the managing phase of
Figure 1.

The account manager and performance consultant take field notes
during the evaluation meeting. Afterwards, they elaborate them into
a structured summary. This summary is sent to the customer for con-
firmation since agreements can be made during the evaluation meet-
ing. This confirmation can be the signature of the responsible person
at the customer, or a confirmation by email. The decision whether to
ask the customer to sign the document that is made after the evalu-
ation meeting or to confirm the document by email should be left to
the performance consultant. This part of the evaluation phase belongs
to the specification phase of Figure 1.

6.3 demonstration of rep v.1

Below, REP v.1 is demonstrated by the use of a case study. The case
study that is used in section 5.3 is reused in this chapter and can be
found in Appendix A. The case study is a combination of two real
cases The Backbone had in the past and are described in section 5.3.
section 5.3 also described how this case study has been established.
The organisation name and the applications are anonymised to guar-
antee the privacy of the real organisations.

6.3.1 Sales

ABC calls an account manager of The Backbone because ABC exper-
iences IT performance issues now and wants to know whether the
EUP can help them tracing the problem or not. The account manager
explains ABC how the EUP could help tracing the performance prob-
lem. Since the ABC wants the performance issue to be solved as soon
as possible, they do not feel the need for the account manager to come
over for a meeting to give a presentation about the EUP. Instead, ABC
wants to receive a proposal as soon as possible, also to compare the
costs of the EUP to those of other solutions.

The proposal gets accepted by ABC and therefore the EUP is sold.

6.3.2 Requirements composition

Directly after the proposal is accepted by ABC, the performance con-
sultant of The Backbone contacts ABC to arrange a meeting with
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them. The performance consultant directly starts the information gath-
ering subphase at this moment at time.

6.3.2.1 Information gathering

To start this subphase, the performance consultant of The Backbone
sends the questionnaire and the link to the EUP product website to
ABC.

The next day, The Backbone receives answers from one ABC em-
ployee to the questionnaire:

1. Your goal of the EUP is mentioned in the contract. However,
could you please tell us your needs for the EUP using your
own words?

ABC: Our end-users are complaining about our CRM applica-
tion being slow. This CRM system is just implemented in our
organisation, but this application is used hundreds times each
day and is very important for the continuity of our business. We
want to know whether the CRM application is slow or one of
the linked applications does not perform well.

2. Which applications and/or services would you like to mon-
itor? (Examples are: Outlook, Hix, Citrix, ERP, HRM, Website:
http://www.thebackbone.nl)

ABC: The CRM application. But also our Order Management
System (OMS) and our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) ap-
plication since those are linked to the CRM application.

3. • Of which of the commonly used activities by end-users
do you want to monitor their performance?

ABC: From the CRM application we want to monitor the
performance of starting the CRM application, the logging
in performance, the performance of adding new data to
the CRM application, and the performance of searching
through the CRM application. From the OMS and ERP ap-
plications, we want to monitor an action in CRM that needs
to get its data from the OMS and ERP applications.

and/or

• Of which activities and/or actions where you experience
performance issues, do you want to monitor their per-
formance?

ABC: See the answer on the above question.

and/or

• Of which of the activities that are appointed in a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) do you want to monitor the per-
formance?
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ABC: We want to monitor the SLA for our CRM applica-
tion.

4. If you are going to use the EUP for monitoring SLAs, please
sent the relevant SLAs as an attachment or have them ready
before the meeting.

ABC: We will have the SLA ready before the meeting.

5. How are the applications that need to be monitored linked
with each other and their hardware and storage? (What is the
architecture like, where does the required data come from,
etc.?)

The answer to this question is skipped because it has no added
value for this research.

6.3.2.2 Validation of requirements information

Since the IT performance issues ABC experiences at the moment do
have a lot of impact on the organisation, the performance consult of
The Backbone meets ABC three days after ABC answered the ques-
tionnaire.

Together with ABC, the performance consultant walks through all
the information ABC has given him so far. The performance consult-
ant asks a lot of questions to the ABC representative to get a complete
understanding. During this meeting, the performance consultant fills
in the ‘component’ column of Table 8. At the end of the meeting, the
ABC representative is asked to check whether all components talked
about are represented in this table.

The performance consultant asks the representative of ABC from
which locations end-users approach the CRM, OMS, and ERP applic-
ations. The representative answers that end-users use those applica-
tions from desktops in the ABC office as well as from their business
laptops. The performance consultant asks if those laptops are also
used outside the office of ABC, the representative tells him that this
is often the case. Therefore the watcher nodes are going to be on a
laptop located in the locked cabinet on the working floor with a good
Wi-Fi signal and on a desktop with a LAN internet connection.

6.3.2.3 Solution design

Now, the simulations are determined by filling in the ‘simulation’
column of Table 8.

Next, the performance consultant asks for notification requirements.
For every ‘warning’ an email must be sent to the ABC representative,
for every ‘critical’ an email and a SMS must be sent to the ABC rep-
resentative. The notification needs are described in the ‘notification
need’ column of Table 9.
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Table 8: Component table demonstration REP v.1

# Component Simulation Simulation step

1 Start CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern data CRM_start

2 Login CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern data CRM_login

3 Add data to CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern data CRM_add_data

4 Search in CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern data CRM_search_data

5 CRM needs data
from OMS

CRM OMS

6 CRM needs data
from ERP

CRM ERP

7 Close CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern data CRM_logoff

CRM_close

Table 9: Notification thresholds demonstration REP v.1

Notification

need Step ID Warning Critical

Starting CRM CRM_start 20000 25000

Logging in in CRM CRM_login 18000 23000

Adding data in
CRM

CRM_add_data 7000 10000

Searching in the
data in CRM

CRM_search_data 10000 12000

Deleting data from
CRM

CRM_delete_data 15000 18000

Logging off in
CRM

CRM_logoff 4000 6000

Closing CRM CRM_close 4000 6000

Total CRM applica-
tion

CRM_intern_data_total 80000 100000
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Table 10: Dashboard needs demonstration REP v.1

Goal: Trend analysis / Real-time information

Dashboard

need screen table / chart

Trend line for the time that the CRM
scenario needs to complete with a
variable time frame

Main screen Chart 1

Percentages of time each step had a
‘warning’ / ‘critical’ notification in
the last 24 hours

Main screen Table 1

The ABC representative and the performance consultant now dis-
cuss the dashboards. They agree on one dashboard to start with,
which is going to be used for trend analysis. This decision is based
on the fact that for every warning or critical an email gets sent to the
ABC representative. The ‘dashboard need’ column of Table 10 gets
filled by the performance consultant and the ABC representative.

The following step is that Table 11 of Appendix C is filled in for
the simulation CRM intern data. The tables for the simulations on the
components CRM OMS and CRM ERP are not made for the purpose
of this demonstration.

After the simulation steps have been designed, the ‘simulation step’
column of Table 8 gets updated and in Table 9 the step IDs of the
simulation as well as the thresholds for ‘critical’ and ‘warning’ noti-
fications are set.

The dashboard gets designed and the ‘dashboard screen’ and ‘dash-
board table / chart’ columns of Table 10 are filled by the performance
consultant to check whether all dashboard needs are fulfilled by the
dashboard design.

After the ABC representative creates a CRM account for the EUP,
this phase is finished.

6.3.2.4 Validation of the solution

The performance consultant and the ABC representative both check
if the simulation steps are formulated well and if nothing is missing.
Everything is good, therefore the implementing phase can start.

6.3.3 Implementing

The CRM_intern_data script is not very complicated and therefore gets
scripted directly after the simulation steps are checked. The ABC rep-
resentative stays close to the performance consultant to answer pos-
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Table 11: Simulation steps REP v.1

Step ID Action Check

CRM_start Open the CRM applic-
ation

Text “ABC User Dash-
board”

CRM_login Fill in username and
password

Text “Welcome,
Marie.”

CRM_add_data
Click on: “Add cus-
tomer”

Text “Customer name
is:”

Give customer the
following name:
“12345678”

Text “12345678”

Click on: “Add” Text “Customer
12345678 is added
to the database”

CRM_search_data Search for customer
with name: “12345678”.
Press Enter

Text “12345678”

CRM_delete_data Select “Customer
name: 12345678”.
Press Delete

Text “12345678” can-
not be found

CRM_logoff
Click on: “Log off” Text “Are you sure you

want to log off?”

Click “Yes” Text “You’re logged
off”

CRM_close Click “X” in upper
right corner

Text “Recycle bin” on
desktop
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sible questions. The dashboard is later built in the office of The Back-
bone.

6.3.4 Start performance monitoring

After the scripts and the dashboards are finished, the performance
consultant goes the ABC office for another meeting with the ABC
representative. The performance consultant installs the scripts on the
watcher nodes and gives the ABC representative access to the dash-
board.

Accordingly, the performance consultant explains to the ABC rep-
resentative how the dashboard should be read and how the results
can be analysed using the dashboard.

Also the first results are explained by the performance consultant
to the ABC representative.

6.3.5 Evaluation

One month after the delivery phase, the performance consultant has
another meeting with the ABC representative, but now the account
manager also joins them. And in between the performance consultant
contacts and/or visits the customer on weekly basis to analyse the
data and fine-tune the monitoring.

The EUP works well and the problem is found, but the ABC rep-
resentative wants to have a weekly report on the notifications of last
week. Agreements on this are made during the meeting.

Afterwards, the performance consultant and the account manager
of The Backbone create a structured summary and send it to ABC to
sign it.

6.4 evaluation of rep v.1

REP v.1 is evaluated by an observation of the performance consultant
using REP v.1 for the requirements composition phase at a new cus-
tomer for the EUP. After the observation, the author of this thesis
interviewed the performance consultant about his experience with
REP v.1. The questions of this interview are the same questions as the
interview in section 5.4 and can be found in Appendix D.

6.4.1 Observation

Before the observation could take place, the author of this thesis first
briefed the performance consultant about REP v.1 and what was ex-
pected from the performance consultant while using REP v.1. It was
made clear towards the performance consultant that it is very import-
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ant to send the questionnaire to the customer on time. Because it was
already clear which application needed performance monitoring, the
performance consultant changed the questionnaire a little, mostly by
mentioning the name of the application in the questions.

The observation took place during a meeting between the perform-
ance consultant of The Backbone and the customer at the location
of the customer. The customer in this case was a large educational
institution in The Netherlands. In this case, the implementation of
the EUP product is part of a larger project. The representative of the
company was an application manager of the application that needed
performance monitoring. The end-user performance of the applica-
tion which the application manager manages is of high impact for
the students as well as the teachers of the educational institution.
This observation took place in English since the customer’s repres-
entative does not speak Dutch. Both, the author of this thesis and the
performance consultant had no problem with working in English in-
stead of Dutch. Due to time limits for this thesis, the meeting with
the customer was scheduled two days before the meeting took place.
Therefore, the questionnaire was not send directly after the proposal
was signed by the customer. The questionnaire was filled in and send
back by the customer’s representative two hours before the meeting
started. This gave the author of this thesis and the performance con-
sultant time to scan the answers on the questions quickly. Due to
time limits on the performance consultant’s side, it was not possible
to test the complete REP. However, the parts of the REP in which most
changes are made compared to the current REP practice at The Back-
bone are evaluated. The evaluated parts of REP v.1 are the subphases
information gathering, validation of information, and solution design of
the requirements composition. It was possible to test these three sub-
phases in two hours’ time, mainly due to the monitoring background
of the application manager of the customer. Having a customer rep-
resentative with monitoring experience is an exception with a small
chance to appear.

The performance consultant started the meeting with the question
whether the application manager had questions about the EUP. Since
the performance consultant gave a demonstration of the EUP the
week before, this was not the case. Therefore the performance con-
sultant started to discuss the answers that were given in the ques-
tionnaire. It took the application manager 15 minutes time to fill in
the questionnaire. Since the answers to the questionnaire were send
by mail to the performance consultant, the performance consultant
opened the file on his laptop and typed his field notes on the right
places in the document. The monitoring experience background of
the application manager caused more precise answers to the ques-
tions in the questionnaire than expected. Therefore, the task of the
performance consultant changed a bit. Instead of asking deeper, the
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performance consultant had to ask back to the motives of the cus-
tomer for this answers and from that point the performance consult-
ant was able to ask deeper. The application manager, for example,
already designed the scenarios in the questionnaire. After the answers
to the questionnaires were discussed, the components were filled in
the component table (Table 5) by the performance consultant and the
application manager. It was noticed by the author of this thesis that
the performance consultant was able to ask deeper during the whole
meeting. This resulted in more components than The Backbone is able
to implement in the EUP with the current contract. The author of this
thesis noticed that it would help the process if the components can
get prioritised. After the components were discussed, the dashboard
needs followed by the notification needs were discussed. It was no-
ticed by the author of this thesis that the meeting was more structured
than meetings with the current REP practice of The Backbone. Some-
times, the performance consultant needed Figure 8 to realise what
his next step should be. The next part of the discussion was the sim-
ulations and simulation steps. During the meeting, two simulations
are roughly designed. However, there was no time left for the per-
formance consultant to design those simulations in detail. In the end
of the meeting, the watcher nodes were discussed. This was more
practical than discussing them before the simulations were roughly
designed. The author of this thesis noticed that the use of REP v.1
gave a professional and structured image towards the customer.

6.4.2 Interview

Directly after the observation, the author of this thesis conducted an
interview with the performance consultant about his opinion on REP
v.1. The interview questions in Dutch and in English can be found
in Appendix D. This interview took is conducted in Dutch since this
is the mother language of both the author of this thesis and the per-
formance consultant.

The performance consultant believes that REP v.1 is better than the
current REP practice of The Backbone in all aspects, like: usability,
usefulness, efficiency, quality of written requirements, implementa-
tion quality of requirements, and professional image (Appendix D).

REP v.1 gives the performance consultant structure and directions
during the meeting. Since this process is new to the performance con-
sultant, it helps him to have Figure 8 ready because it is a summary
of REP v.1 and therefore the performance consultant can check easily
what the next step he has to conduct is. The performance consult-
ant mentioned that the questionnaire definitely helped him to ask
as much as possible. The questionnaire also forced to customer to
think about a solution before the performance consultant arrives for
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the meeting. Because of these reasons, the performance consultant
intends to use REP v.1 more often.

The only feedback that the performance consultant had was to men-
tion in the questionnaire that all links must be visible in the architec-
ture.

6.5 conclusions of rep v.1

This chapter’s most important conclusion is that REP v.1 is an im-
provement in respect to the current REP practice at The Backbone
as well as to REP v.0. The performance consultant believes that REP
v.1 performs better on aspects like: usability, usefulness, efficiency,
quality of written requirements, implementation quality of require-
ments, and professional image than the current REP practice at The
Backbone. Furthermore, all objectives formulated in section 6.1 are
processed into the design of REP v.1.

The use of REP v.1 caused a structured meeting between the per-
formance consultant and the customer. This gave a more professional
image towards the customer. The structured way of working with
REP v.1 led to the performance consultant asking deeper questions
to the customer and more components that should come back in the
simulations. Through the use of REP v.1, all those components were
directly documented by the performance consultant.

There are some improvements for the REP:

• The questionnaire should mention that all links between com-
ponents in the architecture must be visible.

• A possibility to prioritise the components in the component
table (Table 5) should be added.

These improvements are the input for the objectives in chapter 7.
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R E P V. 2

This chapter describes the work done to answer RQ5 and RQ6 by
designing and evaluating REP v.2. First the objectives for REP v.2 are
described, before REP v.2 is designed and described into detail. After
the design, a demonstration of REP v.2 follows. Finally, REP v.2 is
evaluated and conclusions about REP v.2 are given.

7.1 objectives of rep v.2

For REP v.2, there are two types of objectives: objectives that apply to
all three versions of the new REP and objectives specific to REP v.2.

The objectives that apply to all three versions of the new REP are
objectives O-1 up to and including O-8 which are already described
in section 5.1.

The objectives specific to REP v.2 consists of improvements on REP
v.1. Those improvements have been found during the evaluation of
REP v.1 (section 6.4) and are summarised below.

The Backbone can already use REP v.1, however there are some
improvements to fine-tune the new REP.

The first improvement is for the questionnaire to mention that all
links between components in the architecture must be visible. The
performance consultant needs this information and customers may
forget drawing these links in the architecture otherwise.

The second improvement is to add a possibility to prioritise the
components in the component table. This improvement is needed be-
cause with the use of the new REP it is easier to get more components
that the customer wants to see in the simulations than that there is
time to implement those components. If those components can get
prioritised, the performance consultant can create a list with the cus-
tomer of the components that are ‘must haves’ and ‘nice to haves’.
The improvements are summarised into objectives below:

• O-18: The new REP should describe in the questionnaire exactly
what information is needed from the customer.

• O-19: The new REP should have the possibility to prioritise the
components that need to come back in the simulations.

7.2 design of rep v.2

REP v.2 is an improved version of REP v.1 (chapter 6). Since REP v.2
is improved on only two parts with respect to REP v.1, most parts of
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Figure 9: Activity diagram REP v.2
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Figure 10: Summary REP v.2
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REP v.2 are the same as in REP v.1. For REP v.2, changes have been
made in Appendix C, these changes are processed in Appendix F
together with the changes made in the design document in chapter 5

and chapter 6. The improvements consist of the objectives given in
section 7.1.

Figure 9 shows the activity diagram of REP v.2 in which the activit-
ies are grouped per actor (the account manager and the performance
consultant). REP v.2 is divided into five phases: sales, requirements
composition, implementing, start performance monitoring, and evaluation.
Each of these phases has its own purpose. Four subphases form to-
gether the requirements composition phase. Figure 10 summarises REP
v.2. The arrows in this figure indicate that the results of the previous
(sub)phase are the input for the next (sub)phase. The five phases of
REP v.2 are described in detail in the subsections below.

7.2.1 Sales

The first phase of the REP is sales. The purpose of this phase is to sell
the EUP. REP v.2 starts therefore by the account manager. The account
manager tries to sell the EUP to potential customers by asking if they
experience IT performance problems or if they have a performance
need of IT services from the end-user perspective, for example SLA
monitoring or monitoring for incident management. In such a case,
the account manager sketches them a solution with the EUP product
of The Backbone. If the potential customer is interested in buying the
EUP, the account manager needs to know the performance need of IT
services from the end-user perspective of the customer. It is preferred
to gather this information during a sales meeting since a meeting
leads to more information than a phone call does. This information
is needed for the account manager to make the proposal as accurate
as possible. Gathering information on the performance need of IT
services from the end-user perspective of the customer belongs to
the elicitation phase of Figure 1. The account manager does not have
to know the IT performance need in very much detail, but he must
have gathered enough information to make a decent proposal. If the
customer accepts the proposal, the EUP is sold and the next phase
starts. The proposal belongs to the specification phase of Figure 1, since
the global IT performance need is documented in the proposal.

Since not every sales meeting leads to a sale, the performance con-
sultant is normally not involved in this process. However, if it is
already clear that the potential customer is really interested or the
potential customer indicates that technical staff is joining the meet-
ing, the account manager can bring the performance consultant to
the sales meeting for bringing in more technical knowledge to this
sales meeting.
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Whenever new requirements are sold in the start performance mon-
itoring or evaluation phase, the sales phase can takes less time than it
takes for a new EUP project. The sales phase is in that case needed
to check whether the new requirements fit in the current contract or
if a new contract is needed. If no new contract is needed, the sales
phase is finished and the requirements composition phase starts. If a
new contract is needed, the sales phase is also faster since the inform-
ation needed for an accurate proposal is already gathered in the start
performance monitoring or evaluation phase.

7.2.2 Requirements composition

After the EUP is sold by an account manager or when new require-
ments are sold to an existing customer, the requirements for the EUP
simulations need to be clear before the design and implementation
of the EUP can start. This takes place in the requirements composition
phase. To have the requirements for the EUP simulations clear, the
performance consultant needs consecutively to: gather information
on the performance need of IT services from the end-user perspect-
ive of the customer, validate his understanding of this IT performance
need with the customer, think of a solution for this IT performance
problem, and validate this solution with the customer. Based on this,
the next subphases need to be carried out by the performance consult-
ant: information gathering, validation of the information, solution design,
validation of the solution.

7.2.2.1 Information gathering

The first thing the performance consultant has to do is to gather a lot
of information on the performance need of IT services from the end-
user perspective of the customer. To let the customer already think of
IT services and simulations they want to have measured before the
performance consultant goes to meet the customer, a questionnaire
is sent. This questionnaire is an attachment in the design document
(Appendix F) but can also be found in Appendix G. Multiple employ-
ees of the customer who have to work with the EUP are asked to fill
this questionnaire. Along with the questionnaire, a website link to the
EUP product website is also sent to the customer. This website con-
tains all information a customer needs for the EUP. This website link
prevents that the performance consultant goes to the customer just
to tell them again what the EUP is. The questionnaire helps the cus-
tomer to already think of the applications and simulations they want
to monitor the performance of and therefore prevents that the per-
formance consultant has come to the customer for no reason. In this
questionnaire, the customer is also asked to send copies of SLAs if
they want to monitor the performances of SLAs. Finally, the customer
is also asked to draw an architecture of the applications, functions of
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Table 12: Component table REP v.2

# Priority Component Simulation Simulation step

1 1 Login on web-
site

Website Step 11

2

3

4

5

the IT services, needed information for these IT sevices, and the links
between all these elements. In this way, the performance consultant
can prepare himself optimally before visiting the customer and the
customer has thought about their problem as well. All information
gathered in this information gathering subphase, belongs to the require-
ments elicitation phase in Figure 1, but the documents in which all this
information is gathered, belong to the specification phase as represen-
ted in Figure 1.

7.2.2.2 Validation of requirements information

After the performance consultant received all the information and
has prepared himself, there is a solution meeting between the per-
formance consultant and the customer. The goal of this meeting is
to validate the performance consultant’s understanding of the IT per-
formance need of the customer completely, to design the solution,
and to validate this solution.

The validation of the performance consultant’s understanding of
the IT performance need of the customer is done by walking through
all the information given to the performance consultant together with
the customer. The validation of the performance consultant’s under-
standing belongs to the validation & verification phase of Figure 1. All
components coming up in the meeting are put into the component
table by the performance consultant. The component table is integ-
rated in the design document (Appendix F) and can also be found in
Table 12. At this point of time, only the ‘component’ column needs to
be filled in.

In the case that there are more components formulated than there is
time available in the contract for The Backbone to implement all those
components, the performance consultant has to prioritise the com-
ponents. The MoSCoW rules are a straight forward way to classify all
components into four different groups of importance [41]. Therefore,
the MoSCoW rules are a classification of importance of the compon-
ents. These MoSCoW rules are [41]:
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1. Must have: all components with a ‘must have’ classification
must be implemented in the system, otherwise the system would
not work

2. Should have: components with a ‘should have’ classification are
important to the system and contribute a significant value. How-
ever, these components can be omitted due to time constraints.

3. Could have: components with a ‘could have’ classification im-
prove the system with functional items, but can be easily imple-
mented at another time.

4. Want to have: components with a ‘want to have’ classification
serve only a limited group of users and are of little added value
and can also be implemented another time.

The performance consultant can easily put the priority number (1
up to 4) next to the component in the ‘priority’ column of the com-
ponent table.

Every component also gets a number for reference reasons which
can become useful later in the process and for communication pur-
poses. Filling in the ‘component’ column of the component table
(Table 12) belongs to the specification phase of the REP of Figure 1.
At the end of the meeting, the component table gets validated by the
customer to be sure nothing is missing. This belongs to the validation
& verification phase of Figure 1. It is also possible that the performance
consultant observes gaps in the IT performance need, or the informa-
tion handed to him. These gaps can be filled during the meeting and
therefore new requirements can also get elicited.

One question the performance consultant should never forget to
ask is from which locations the applications that get their perform-
ance measured are used. This information is needed to discuss and
decide where watcher nodes need to be located. Eliciting require-
ments to fill gaps and the locations of which applications are used
belong to the elicitation phase of Figure 1.

7.2.2.3 Solution design

At this point in the process, the performance consultant has a com-
plete understanding of the IT performance need of the customer and
therefore can start working on the solution. The performance consult-
ant invents simulations for the EUP together with the customer. This
is one meeting with the validation of requirements information subphase.

First, the simulation scenarios need to be invented. This means that
there is no need to invent the simulations directly into much detail,
like: push this button. However, the steps that need to be taken need
to be clear, like: start the email application, write an email, filling in
the receiving email address, send the email, receive the email, open
the email, and finally close the email application. The simulations
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Table 13: Notification thresholds REP v.2

Notification

need Step ID Warning Critical

Starting CRM CRM_start 20000 25000

Logging in in CRM CRM_login 18000 23000

Adding data in
CRM

CRM_add_data 7000 10000

Searching in the
data in CRM

CRM_search_data 10000 12000

Deleting data from
CRM

CRM_delete_data 15000 18000

Logging off in
CRM

CRM_logoff 4000 6000

Closing CRM CRM_close 4000 6000

Total CRM applica-
tion

CRM_intern_data_total 80000 100000

get documented in the design document of Appendix F. All the com-
ponents talked about earlier in the process and written down in the
component table (Table 12) need to come back in the simulations. For
referring, the ‘simulation’ column of the component table (Table 12)
needs to be filled at this moment. The scenarios, their priority, and
the consistency between the scenarios must be clear before designing
the scenarios in detail.

In this phase of the meeting, the performance consultant also asks
about which notifications need to be sent in the case that a simula-
tion does not run successfully. The notification needs of the customer
get described by the performance consultant in the ‘information need’
column of Table 13. The performance consultant also needs to know
to whom the notifications needs have to be sent and the correspond-
ing email address or phone number.

The dashboard is also discussed in this phase of the meeting. The
performance consultant wants to know if the customer is going to
use the dashboard for trend analysis or real-time information. This
information is needed to choose a dashboard application. Further-
more, the performance consultants asks about the information that
needs to be visible on the dashboard. This information is gathered in
the first row and the ‘dashboard need’ column of Table 14.

When the simulations are roughly designed, the notification need
is clear as are the functionalities of the dashboard, the simulations
can be further designed into detail. All simulation steps need to be
described very clearly into the document as shown in Appendix F.
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Table 14: Dashboard needs REP v.2

Goal: Trend analysis / Real-time information

Dashboard

need screen table / chart

Trend line for the time that the CRM
scenario needs to complete with a
variable time frame

Main screen Chart 1

Percentages of time each step had a
‘warning’ / ‘critical’ notification in
the last 24 hours

Main screen Table 1

Accordingly, the component table (Table 12) needs to be updated
by filling the ‘simulation step’ column. Accordingly, the ‘Step ID’
column of Table 13 can be filled by the performance consultant to
check whether all notification needs are integrated in the scenarios.
Also the threshold in milliseconds for ‘warning’ and ‘critical’ notifica-
tions needs to be set. This is done in a cooperation with the customer
and the performance consultant. Table 14 is also filled in further by
the performance consultant while designing the dashboard. By filling
in this table, the performance consultant checks whether all desired
functionalities are in the dashboard design.

With the design of the detailed simulations, it must be considered
that some simulations need accounts that give the EUP the rights to
carry out the actions of the simulations. This can be hard to achieve.
For example, if a DigiD (Dutch Digital Identification) is needed, be-
cause test DigiD accounts do not exist.

Documenting the simulations in the design document and to fill in
the remaining columns of the component table belong to the specific-
ation phase of Figure 1. Gathering the requirements concerning noti-
fications and dashboards belong to the elicitation phase of Figure 1.

7.2.2.4 Validation of the solution

Before the scripting can start, the designed solution for the customer
needs to be validated. The performance consultant walks through the
simulations step-by-step. This is a very time consuming process since
the performance consultant needs to focus on every possible little de-
tail. An example of a small detail is: does the simulation need to press
the Enter key on the keyboard or click the OK button on the screen?
All these steps are documented in a table with three columns: the
step, the action (click on, fill in a user name, close the window), and
the check (very detailed description of the outcome when the action is
carried out in the right way, for example: a certain window or piece of
text appears). This check belongs to the validation & verification phase
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of Figure 1. Since a lot of questions can arise to the performance con-
sultant during this check, it is preferred for this subphase to occur
during the same meeting as the validation of requirements information
and solution design subphase.

The design document (Appendix F), including the table for the sim-
ulations, is detailed in such a level that another performance consult-
ant is able to make the scripts without needing more information.

Another benefit of this detailed design document is that employees
of the customer that have not been in contact with The Backbone yet,
can also check the requirements and simulations. This is also why the
performance consultant of The Backbone asks the customer for feed-
back and confirmation: is the design document correct and complete?
This belongs to the validation & verification phase of Figure 1.

7.2.3 Implementing

After feedback on the document is processed and the customer con-
firmed the document, the actual scripting takes place. This happens
in the scripting phase.

Simple scripts are sometimes already scripted during the require-
ments composition meeting. The scripting is done at the location of the
customer. Preferable, an employee of the customer is around to an-
swer questions. During this scripting process, the need to adjust or
to change requirements can arise, mainly due to technical challenges.
If simulations are adjusted, or requirements change, the design docu-
ment (Appendix F) needs to be updated. This belongs to the manage-
ment phase of Figure 1. The verification by the customer, which is a
step of the validation & verification phase of Figure 1, is also important
during this phase.

7.2.4 Start performance monitoring

When all the simulations are scripted, the EUP starts with the per-
formance monitoring.

In this start performance monitoring phase, the performance consult-
ant also trains the customer in how the data that the EUP generates
should be interpreted. The performance consultant also checks with
the customer if the correct information is delivered by the system
and if the customer wants more information, which belongs to the
validation & verification phase in Figure 1. This can lead to selling new
simulations or functionalities to the customer, which belongs to the
managing phase of Figure 1.
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7.2.5 Evaluation

One month after the performance monitoring of the EUP has been
started, the evaluation phase begins. In this phase, the EUP as a product,
the implementation of the EUP at the customer is evaluated, as well
as how the customer works with the EUP and the results the EUP
produced in the first months.

An evaluation meeting is planned to evaluate the performance of
the EUP and to discuss the results the scripts of the EUP gave about
the performance of monitored applications. This belongs to the valid-
ation & verification phase of Figure 1. Present at this meeting are the
account manager and the performance consultant of The Backbone,
both responsible for this particular customer, and representatives of
the customer. This meeting takes place at the customer’s location.

During this meeting, new requirements for the EUP implementa-
tion at the customer, as well as for the EUP in general, can come up for
discussion. The account manager tries to sell more scripts, trainings,
dashboards, and other services The Backbone offers. If this succeed,
the REP starts all over again at the sales phase. Selling more products
or services that The Backbone offers belongs to the managing phase of
Figure 1.

The account manager and performance consultant take field notes
during the evaluation meeting. Afterwards, they elaborate them into
a structured summary. This summary is sent to the customer for con-
firmation since agreements can be made during the evaluation meet-
ing. This confirmation can be the signature of the responsible person
at the customer, or a confirmation by email. The decision whether to
ask the customer to sign the document that is made after the evalu-
ation meeting or to confirm the document by email should be left to
the performance consultant. This part of the evaluation phase belongs
to the specification phase of Figure 1.

7.3 demonstration of rep v.2

REP v.2 is demonstrated below by the use of a case study. The case
study that is used in section 5.3 and in section 6.3 is reused in this
chapter and can be found in Appendix A. The case study is a com-
bination of two real cases The Backbone had in the past and are de-
scribed in section 5.3. section 5.3 also described how this case study
has been established. The organisation name and the applications are
anonymised to guarantee the privacy of the real organisations. Since
REP v.2 improves REP v.1 on two points (section 7.1), this demonstra-
tion is equal to the demonstration of REP v.1 in section 6.3 on most
parts.
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7.3.1 Sales

ABC calls an account manager of The Backbone because ABC exper-
iences IT performance issues now and wants to know whether the
EUP can help them tracing the problem or not. The account manager
explains ABC how the EUP could help tracing the performance prob-
lem. Since the ABC wants the performance issue to be solved as soon
as possible, they do not feel the need for the account manager to come
over for a meeting to give a presentation about the EUP. Instead, ABC
wants to receive a proposal as soon as possible, also to compare the
costs of the EUP to those of other solutions.

The proposal gets accepted by ABC and therefore the EUP is sold.

7.3.2 Requirements composition

Directly after the proposal is accepted by ABC, the performance con-
sultant of The Backbone contacts ABC to arrange a meeting with
them. The performance consultant directly starts the information gath-
ering subphase at this moment at time.

7.3.2.1 Information gathering

To start this subphase, the performance consultant of The Backbone
sends the questionnaire and the link to the EUP product website to
ABC.

The next day, The Backbone receives answers from one ABC em-
ployee to the questionnaire:

1. Your goal of the EUP is mentioned in the contract. However,
could you please tell us your needs for the EUP using your
own words?

ABC: Our end-users are complaining about our CRM applica-
tion being slow. This CRM system is just implemented in our
organisation, but this application is used hundreds times each
day and is very important for the continuity of our business. We
want to know whether the CRM application is slow or one of
the linked applications does not perform well.

2. Which applications and/or services would you like to mon-
itor? (Examples are: Outlook, Hix, Citrix, ERP, HRM, Website:
http://www.thebackbone.nl)

ABC: The CRM application. But also our Order Management
System (OMS) and our Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) ap-
plication since those are linked to the CRM application.

3. • Of which of the commonly used activities by end-users
do you want to monitor their performance?
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ABC: From the CRM application we want to monitor the
performance of starting the CRM application, the logging
in performance, the performance of adding new data to
the CRM application, and the performance of searching
through the CRM application. From the OMS and ERP ap-
plications, we want to monitor an action in CRM that needs
to get its data from the OMS and ERP applications.

and/or

• Of which activities and/or actions where you experience
performance issues, do you want to monitor their per-
formance?

ABC: See the answer on the above question.

and/or

• Of which of the activities that are appointed in a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) do you want to monitor the per-
formance?

ABC: We want to monitor the SLA for our CRM applica-
tion.

4. If you are going to use the EUP for monitoring SLAs, please
sent the relevant SLAs as an attachment or have them ready
before the meeting.

ABC: We will have the SLA ready before the meeting.

5. What are the applications that need to be monitored and how
are they linked with each other and their hardware and stor-
age? (What is the architecture like, where does the required
data come from, what are the links between the applications,
etc.?)

The answer to this question is skipped because it has no added
value for this research.

7.3.2.2 Validation of requirements information

Since the IT performance issues ABC experiences at the moment do
have a lot of impact on the organisation, the performance consult of
The Backbone meets ABC three days after ABC answered the ques-
tionnaire.

Together with ABC, the performance consultant walks through all
the information ABC has given him so far. The performance consult-
ant asks a lot of questions to the ABC representative to get a complete
understanding. During this meeting, the performance consultant fills
in the ‘component’ column of Table 8. After the ‘component’ column
is filled in, the performance consultant and the ABC representative
discuss the priorities of the components. They agree on the classi-
fication for most components as ‘must haves’, however CRM needing
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Table 15: Component table demonstration REP v.2

# Priority Component Simulation Simulation step

1 1 Start CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern
data

CRM_start

2 1 Login CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern
data

CRM_login

3 1 Add data to
CRM applica-
tion

CRM intern
data

CRM_add_data

4 1 Search in CRM
application

CRM intern
data

CRM_search_data

5 2 CRM needs
data from OMS

CRM OMS

6 2 CRM needs
data from ERP

CRM ERP

7 1 Close CRM ap-
plication

CRM intern
data

CRM_logoff

CRM_close

data from OMS and ERP get the classification of ‘should have’. At the
end of the meeting, the ABC representative is asked to check whether
all components talked about are represented in this table.

The performance consultant asks the representative of ABC from
which locations end-users approach the CRM, OMS, and ERP applic-
ations. The representative answers that end-users use those applica-
tions from desktops in the ABC office as well as from their business
laptops. The performance consultant asks if those laptops are also
used outside the office of ABC, the representative tells him that this
is often the case. Therefore the watcher nodes are going to be on a
laptop located in the locked cabinet on the working floor with a good
Wi-Fi signal and on a desktop with a LAN internet connection.

7.3.2.3 Solution design

Now, the simulations are determined by filling in the ‘simulation’
column of Table 15.

Next, the performance consultant asks for notification requirements.
For every ‘warning’ an email must be sent to the ABC representative,
for every ‘critical’ an email and a SMS must be sent to the ABC rep-
resentative. The notification needs are described in the ‘notification
need’ column of Table 16.

The ABC representative and the performance consultant now dis-
cuss the dashboards. They agree on one dashboard to start with,
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Table 16: Notification thresholds demonstration REP v.2

Notification

need Step ID Warning Critical

Starting CRM CRM_start 20000 25000

Logging in in CRM CRM_login 18000 23000

Adding data in
CRM

CRM_add_data 7000 10000

Searching in the
data in CRM

CRM_search_data 10000 12000

Deleting data from
CRM

CRM_delete_data 15000 18000

Logging off in
CRM

CRM_logoff 4000 6000

Closing CRM CRM_close 4000 6000

Total CRM applica-
tion

CRM_intern_data_total 80000 100000

which is going to be used for trend analysis. This decision is based
on the fact that for every warning or critical an email gets sent to the
ABC representative. The ‘dashboard need’ column of Table 17 gets
filled by the performance consultant and the ABC representative.

The following step is that Table 18 of Appendix F is filled in for
the simulation CRM intern data. The tables for the simulations on the
components CRM OMS and CRM ERP are not made for the purpose
of this demonstration.

After the simulation steps have been designed, the ‘simulation step’
column of Table 15 gets updated and in Table 16 the step IDs of

Table 17: Dashboard needs demonstration REP v.2

Goal: Trend analysis / Real-time information

Dashboard

need screen table / chart

Trend line for the time that the CRM
scenario needs to complete with a
variable time frame

Main screen Chart 1

Percentages of time each step had a
‘warning’ / ‘critical’ notification in
the last 24 hours

Main screen Table 1
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Table 18: Simulation steps REP v.2

Step ID Action Check

CRM_start Open the CRM applic-
ation

Text “ABC User Dash-
board”

CRM_login Fill in username and
password

Text “Welcome,
Marie.”

CRM_add_data Click on: “Add cus-
tomer”

Text “Customer name
is:”

Give customer the
following name:
“12345678”

Text “12345678”

Click on: “Add” Text “Customer
12345678 is added
to the database”

CRM_search_data Search for customer
with name: “12345678”.
Press Enter

Text “12345678”

CRM_delete_data Select “Customer
name: 12345678”.
Press Delete

Text “12345678” can-
not be found

CRM_logoff Click on: “Log off” Text “Are you sure you
want to log off?”

Click “Yes” Text “You’re logged
off”

CRM_close Click “X” in upper
right corner

Text “Recycle bin” on
desktop
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the simulation as well as the thresholds for ‘critical’ and ‘warning’
notifications are set.

The dashboard gets designed and the ‘dashboard screen’ and ‘dash-
board table / chart’ columns of Table 17 are filled by the performance
consultant to check whether all dashboard needs are fulfilled by the
dashboard design.

After the ABC representative creates a CRM account for the EUP,
this phase is finished.

7.3.2.4 Validation of the solution

The performance consultant and the ABC representative both check
if the simulation steps are formulated well and if nothing is missing.
Everything is good, therefore the implementing phase can start.

7.3.3 Implementing

The CRM_intern_data script is not very complicated and therefore gets
scripted directly after the simulation steps are checked. The ABC rep-
resentative stays close to the performance consultant to answer pos-
sible questions. The dashboard is later built in the office of The Back-
bone.

7.3.4 Start performance monitoring

After the scripts and the dashboards are finished, the performance
consultant goes the ABC office for another meeting with the ABC
representative. The performance consultant installs the scripts on the
watcher nodes and gives the ABC representative access to the dash-
board.

Accordingly, the performance consultant explains to the ABC rep-
resentative how the dashboard should be read and how the results
can be analysed using the dashboard.

Also the first results are explained by the performance consultant
to the ABC representative.

7.3.5 Evaluation

One month after the delivery phase, the performance consultant has
another meeting with the ABC representative, but now the account
manager also joins them. And in between the performance consultant
contacts and/or visits the customer on weekly basis to analyse the
data and fine-tune the monitoring.

The EUP works well and the problem is found, but the ABC rep-
resentative wants to have a weekly report on the notifications of last
week. Agreements on this are made during the meeting.
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Afterwards, the performance consultant and the account manager
of The Backbone create a structured summary and send it to ABC to
sign it.

7.4 evaluation of rep v.2

REP v.2 is evaluated by interviewing two professionals in the field
of requirements engineering from other organisations than The Back-
bone for which REP v.2 is designed. The professionals are interviewed
separately. Both interviews took place in Dutch, since this is the nat-
ive language of the author of this thesis and both the interviewees.

The interviewees are asked to participate in this research for three
reasons. The first reason is that both interviewees are professionals on
the field of requirements engineering for software. The second reason
is that the interviewees both work at organisations that are more ma-
ture in software developing than The Backbone is. The Backbone does
not have a lot of experience with developing software and they also
do not have a process defined for this. The third reason is that the
organisations were the interviewees work, develop software for large
organisations which depend on their software for their business con-
tinuity. Therefore, they are precise with their requirements.

The first interviewee is an information analyst and has one year
experience with requirements engineering. The projects in which the
interviewee is involved, concern a software product for mortgages
consisting of a standard package which is the same for every cus-
tomer and add-ons. The interviewee uses requirements engineering
for these add-ons that are custom-made.

The second interviewee is also an information analyst. The inter-
viewee has 20 years experience in software engineering of which 12

years in requirements engineering. The projects the interviewee is in-
volved in, concern mostly custom-made projects for one of the public
transporters in The Netherlands. The team of the interviewee is de-
veloping software for only this customer. Therefore, the interviewee
knows the customer well.

The interviews were voice recorded and field notes were made dur-
ing the interviews. These field notes were elaborated directly after the
interviews. It was made clear to both interviewees that the goal of the
interview was to receive as much feedback as possible. Therefore, the
interviewees were encouraged to ask questions during the evaluation
and to not save them until the end of the evaluation. The interviews
were divided into two parts. First, the author of this thesis gave ex-
plained REP v.2 by a walkthrough with the use of Figure 10. In this
part, the interviewees gave already their opinion on the (sub)phases
and the components of REP v.2. Second, the author of this thesis inter-
viewed the professionals on their opinion on certain aspects of REP
v.2. The questions asked during the interview are the same questions
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that are used in the evaluations of REP v.0 (section 5.4) and REP v.1
(section 6.4). The questions can be found in Appendix D.

7.4.1 Walkthrough

During the walkthrough, the author of this thesis explained every
(sub)phase of REP v.2, and the interviewees gave their opinion and
their way of working about that phase directly afterwards. The com-
ments of the interviewees described per (sub)phase below.

7.4.1.1 Sales

Both interviewees mentioned that due to the size of their software
projects they need more requirement elicitation than just the global
problem before they can make an accurate proposal. Since the soft-
ware projects of The Backbone are smaller in size, the interviewees
believe that the global problem should be enough information for
The Backbone to make an accurate proposal. The principal is also the
same: in the sales phase, the information needed to make an accurate
proposal should be elicited.

The first interviewee mentioned that for the company the inter-
viewee works for it could take even months before a proposal can
be made, due to the complexity of the software they develop. Some
components of the requirements composition phase (for example: close
gaps and reporting which is comparable to notifications and dash-
boards) are already completed before the proposal can be made, since
this information is needed for them to make an accurate proposal. Be-
sides that, the sales phase is at this organisation more ‘ongoing’. This
means that sales takes place during the whole process, also in the
requirements composition phase and the implementing phase.

7.4.1.2 Requirements composition

Both interviewees recognised the division of the requirements compos-
ition phase in the four subphases: information gathering, validation of
information, solution design, validation of the solution.

information gathering Information that The Backbone would
gather in the information gathering subphase, is already gathered dur-
ing the sales phase by the two organisations of the interviewees. How-
ever, the goal of The Backbone as well as the organisations of the in-
terviewees in this subphase is to deepen the information they already
received.

The first interviewee also mentioned that they gather information
from external sources (the customer) as well as internal sources (ex-
perts on mortgages working for the organisation). The internal sources
are used since mortgages are extremely complex on multiple aspects.
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The Backbone would not benefit from having internal sources since
they work with a lot of different subjects. Besides that, if they are
working with a more complex subject, there are experts on that field
in the organisation of the customer who can help The Backbone with
questions about that subject.

validation of information Both interviewees recognise this
subphase from their own requirement engineering process. However,
the first interviewee mentions that their validation of the informa-
tion is divided into an internal validation where software engineers
check whether the requirements would cause performance issues or
high maintenance and an external validation where they check the
requirements with the customer and search for hidden requirements.
This internal validation would be a good addition for The Backbone
since it leads to a more realistic view on the solution for the customer.

solution design To design the solution, the organisations of
both interviewees use other methods. The first interviewee uses story-
mapping for the design of the solution. The second interviewee makes
a functional design for this purpose. For The Backbone, these meth-
ods would lead to over-engineering the solution design since their
product is smaller in size. The current method fits the solution design
purpose best.

validation of the solution Both the organisations of the in-
terviewees validate their solution internal as well as external. The
internal validation exists of a check by the team whether there are
requirements missing or if the solution design is complete. The ex-
ternal validation exists of the customer giving feedback on the solu-
tion design. The internal validation is a good addition to REP v.2
for The Backbone, checking the design by yourself before asking the
customer for feedback leads to a better quality of the product.

7.4.1.3 Implementing

Both the organisations of the interviewees validate their software in-
ternal as well as external. The check whether all requirements are
actually implemented is done in the internal validation. The feed-
back of the customer on the software is the external validation. This
internal validation should also be explicit for The Backbone since this
is a crucial step in the process to deliver a good product.

7.4.1.4 Start performance monitoring

This is a very specific term for the EUP product. Both organisations
of the interviewees would recognise themselves with a term as ‘start
running the product’.
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7.4.1.5 Evaluation

According to the first interviewee, the organisation the interviewee is
working for could learn from this evaluation phase since the organisa-
tion the interviewee works for does not evaluate often enough. When
there is an evaluation, only a sales person joins this meeting and no
technical person is attending. Besides these real evaluation meetings
which are being done too little, the organisation monitors the satis-
faction of their customers more often with questions about how often
they still use the software product for example.

The second interviewee has contact with the customer every other
week. Besides this, every six months till one year, the interviewee
visits them to do a proper evaluation.

Repeatable evaluating implementations of the EUP product would
help The Backbone to improve the EUP product but also give them
the knowledge on how their EUP product still gets used by their
customers after some time.

7.4.2 Interviews

After the walkthroughs, the interviews took place.
First it was asked with which parts of REP v.2 the interviewee

could work in the organisation of the interviewee. It appeared that
all (sub)phases of REP v.2 can be used by both interviewees. The eval-
uation phase could even improve the REP of the organisation of the
first interviewee.

Both the interviewees also had some suggestions to improve REP
v.2 further:

• A planning in time and tasks should be added to inform the
customer what sources you will need from them and what they
can expect from you.

• Internal validation is missing in REP v.2. During an internal
validation, employees of the organisations itself are checking
whether the results so far satisfy.

• The evaluation phase should be repeated every six months till
one year.

Next, the questions from Appendix D were asked to the inter-
viewees. Both the interviewees believe that REP v.2 is scoring great
on all aspects, like: usability, usefulness, efficiency, quality of written
requirements, implementation quality of requirements, and profes-
sional image.
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Figure 11: Activity diagram REP v.2 after evaluation
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Figure 12: Summary REP v.2 after feedback
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7.5 conclusions of rep v.2

We conclude that REP v.2 is an improvement in respect to the current
REP practice at The Backbone as well as to REP v.0 and REP v.1. Two
professionals in the area of requirements engineering believe that REP
v.2 performs well on aspects like: usability, usefulness, efficiency, qual-
ity of written requirements, implementation quality of requirements,
and professional image. All objectives of section 7.1 are processed in
the design of REP v.2.

Both professionals recognised all aspects from REP v.2 from their
own REPs and the evaluation phase of REP v.2 could even improve
the REP of one of the interviewees.

There are also some improvements for REP v.2 mentioned by the
interviewees:

• A planning with times and tasks should be added into the REP
to inform the customer what sources you will need from them
and what they can expect from you.

• Internal validation should be added into REP v.2 and to not
only let the customer validate the requirements.

• The evaluation phase should be repeated every six months till a
year.

These improvements are embedded into the design document (Ap-
pendix F) and into Figure 11. Besides that, this final proposal of REP
v.2 is summarised in Figure 12.

Figure 11 can be seen as the final design proposed in this thesis.
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D I S C U S S I O N

This chapter discusses the results of this research in light of its usab-
ility in certain circumstances, its position in literature and its gener-
alisability. Furthermore, the current REP practice for the EUP at The
Backbone is compared to REP v.2.

8.1 position of rep v.2

The discussion below describes when REP v.2 can be used. It dis-
cusses those sizes of the software project, ways of working, the nature
of the software projects, and the environmental factors of organisa-
tions in which REP v.2 is useful.

8.1.1 REP v.2 and the size of the software project

REP v.2 is designed especially for the EUP product of The Backbone.
An implementation of the EUP product is a small software project
with relatively few requirements, measured in function points [1],
compared with other software projects. Function points can be de-
termined from the requirements specification [34]. Function points
counts are a more consistent measure for the software size than source
lines of code are [27]. Despite the fact that REP v.2 is designed espe-
cially for a small software project as the EUP is, REP v.2 is probably
usable for all sizes of software projects.

During the interviews with professionals in RE reported in sec-
tion 7.4 it is found that REP v.2 can also be used in a generalised ver-
sion (section 8.2) by large software projects with many requirements,
measured in function points. For large software projects, more re-
quirements elicitation is needed before a cost estimation can be done
and an accurate proposal can be made by the software vendor than
that is needed in small software projects. The more complex a soft-
ware project becomes, the more requirements elicitation is needed [35].
This leads to more requirements elicitation in the Sales phase, but due
to the software project being large there are still requirements to be
elicited in the Requirements composition phase. Large software projects
also have more software developers working on the software. Not
every developer needs all requirements and therefore parts of REP
v.2 can be done in parallel by multiple persons at the same time by
focussing on the requirements of different aspects of the software pro-
ject. The need for communication [18] and coordination [24] depends
on the size of the software project. Besides face-to-face communica-
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tion, documentation is also an important part of communication [16].
Large software projects need more documentation, communication,
and coordination to keep all stakeholders and developers up to date
about the progress of the software project and to keep the same goal
in mind.

For very small software projects with just a handful of function
points, REP v.2 can also be used in its generalised version (section 8.2).
However, as The Agile Manifesto states as one of its purposes, getting
the software to work is more important than comprehensive docu-
mentation [17]. Using REP v.2 for just a handful of function points,
would probably lead to more documentation than needed and there-
fore cost unnecessary time of the software vendor.

8.1.2 REP v.2 and the project type

There are different types of projects, and in all of these types, require-
ments have a different role [26]. Lauesen distinguishes between seven
different project types in his book Software Requirements. These seven
project types have different characteristics.

REP v.2 exists for a great extent of communication between the sup-
plier and customer to elicit the customer’s requirements (section 7.2).
It is therefore an important characteristic for a project type to have
a lot of communication between the supplier and customer for the
requirements elicitation.

Another great extent of REP v.2 is the specification of the elicited
requirements (section 7.2), in other words: another important charac-
teristic for a project type is that requirements are written down.

In his book, Lauesen distinguishes between the following project
types [26]:

1. In-house development: there is communication about the re-
quirements elicitation with the customer department and the de-
velopment department of the company. Most of the time, there
are no requirements specified.

2. Product development: the marketing department and the devel-
opment department communicate for the requirements elicita-
tion. Requirements are used and specified at many levels.

3. Time-and-material based development: the customer and sup-
plier communicate to elicit requirements. Requirements are un-
written and develop over time. However, there is a version of
this project type where written requirements are introduced.
Written requirements help here to keep costs and expectations
realistic.

4. (Fully) customer off the shelf (COTS) purchase: fully COTS
software products have had no requirements elicited from the
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buying customers. And there are therefore also no requirements
from the customer written down. There do also exist COTS soft-
ware products that still need a lot of configuration which have
to be done by a consultant. In this case, communication between
the supplier and customer is needed to elicit the requirements
of the configuration. These requirements may or may not be
written down.

5. Tender: the customer writes his own requirements and send
them to potential software suppliers. The supplier therefore
does not elicit the requirements from the customer.

6. Contract development: the supplier and customer work together
for the requirements elicitation and specification.

7. Sub-contracting: these type of projects can be either require-
ments based or time-and-materials based without written re-
quirements.

In Table 19, the characteristics of the seven project types that are
important for the usability of REP v.2 are summarised. The ‘commu-
nication’ column shows whether there is communication between the
supplier and the customer for requirements elicitation in the project
type. The ‘written requirements’ column describes whether there are
written requirements from the customer in the project type. Please
note that only fully COTS purchase is summarised in this table and
not the type of COTS purchasing that still needs configuration since
this type is a combination between fully COTS purchasing and con-
tract development.

Table 19 shows that the following project types meet the character-
istics that are important for REP v.2:

• Product development

• Time-and-material based (with written requirements)

• Contract development

• Sub-contracting (requirements based)

REP v.2 is therefore usable in projects of the above itemised project
types.

8.1.3 REP v.2 and the nature of the software project

In REP v.2, requirements are fixed before the implementation of these
requirements starts. REP v.2 is therefore applicable with every soft-
ware project with the nature to have requirements fixed before the
implementation starts.
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Table 19: Project types characteristics

Project type Communication Written require-
ments

In-house develop-
ment

Yes No

Product develop-
ment

Yes Yes

Time-and-material
based development

Yes Yes & No

Fully COTS purchase No No

Tender No Written by the cus-
tomer himself

Contract develop-
ment

Yes Yes

Sub-contracting Yes Time-and-material
based development:
No

Requirements based:
Yes

When the software project is developed according to software de-
velopment life cycles as the Waterfall model [33], the V model [15],
and the Y model [13], having fixed requirements before implement-
ing is already natural.

Developing software according to software development life cycles
as the Spiral model [9], Agile development [7], and Staged develop-
ment [8], would need to be adjusted to having fixed requirements
before starting to implement the software project before REP v.2 can
be used in these circumstances.

8.1.4 REP v.2 and the environmental factors of the organisation

Kruchten [25] claims that context is extremely important for software
processes to become successful. He listed five environmental factors
of the organisation that is developing software that influence the pro-
cesses that could be used. Below, these environmental factors are lis-
ted, applied to The Backbone, and discussed in which circumstances
REP v.2 can be used:

1. Business domain: The Backbone deals in multiple aspects of
performance monitoring solutions, namely supply chain per-
formance, IT SLA performance, end-user performance, applic-
ation performance, identity & access performance, and IT per-
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formance [38]. The proposed REP v.2 is especially focussed on
end-user performance. However, with only minimal changes
(mostly textual) this REP could apply to other the performance
aspects of The Backbone as well. For working in completely
other business domains, REP v.2 is too specific and therefore
will not work. However, according to professionals in RE, the
general REP (section 8.2) will work in completely other business
domains, for example the business domains of the professionals
(section 7.4).

2. Number of instances: The current REP practice of The Back-
bone functions for the few dozen instances of the EUP that are
currently implemented. Because The Backbone wants to grow
this number, a more structured REP practice is needed [30]. The
proposed REP v.2 fulfils this need and will work for a larger
number of instances as well. The more structured REP v.2 helps
making the EUP product modular and therefore it will be easier
to make new instances of the EUP product.

3. Maturity of organisation: During this research by The Back-
bone, it is concluded that REP v.2 works with small enterprises
and small enterprises that are moving to become more mature
in their processes. From the interviews with experts in RE, de-
scribed in (section 7.4), it can be concluded that REP v.2 will
work after a few changes in larger enterprises with mature pro-
cesses as well. The generalised REP (section 8.2) includes these
changes.

4. Level of innovation: The Backbone is a small and resilient or-
ganisation who has to adjust its strategy regularly on the basis
of the market interests. This innovativeness of The Backbone
results in the possibility of new software products in the future
in the field of IT monitoring for which REP v.2 can be used. The
innovativeness also leads to the probability of the EUP product
changing over time. The Backbone should therefore treat the
design document (Appendix F), in which REP v.2 is incorpor-
ated, as a living document.

5. Culture: Currently, the account managers and the performance
consultant of The Backbone are very flexible in how they gather
requirements from their customers. The proposed REP v.2 al-
lows them to be still very flexible [12], but at the same time it
supports them to ask all necessary questions to speed up the
REP and deliver a more complete list of requirements.
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Figure 13: Activity diagram general REP
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Figure 14: General REP
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8.2 generalisability of rep v.2

REP v.2 is very specific and directly applicable for the EUP product of
The Backbone. The interviews reported in section 7.4 with the profes-
sionals in the field of RE had a dual purpose. The primary purpose
was to use their knowledge on RE to validate REP v.2. The second
purpose was to compare REP v.2 with the REP practices of the inter-
viewees, in order to discuss its generalisability.

During the interviews reported in section 7.4 it became clear that
both professionals in the field of RE could use all elements of REP
v.2 after some changes in their own software projects. These changes
are already described in detail in section 7.4. With the information
gathered from the professionals, REP v.2 is generalised and described.

In Figure 13, the general REP is showed in an activity diagram. This
general REP is not tested by interviews, nor in practice due to time
constraints. Here, the first actor, the account manager, sells the soft-
ware project. It can be useful for the account manager to get the help
of a consultant for eliciting requirements needed to make an accurate
proposal. The second actor, is the consultant who elicits requirements,
designs, and implement the solution. The evaluation is best be done
by both the account manager and the consultant. In large organisa-
tions, both actors can be existing of multiple people, or even teams.
The general REP is summarised in Figure 14. The general REP dif-
fers on one point from REP v.2: in the solution design subphase, there
is no elicitation part in the general REP where there is an elicitation
part in REP v.2 (Figure 10) for very detailed requirements for the
solution design. This elicitation part in the solution design subphase is
not included in the general REP since this extra step of elicitation is
probably not necessary for most other software projects than the EUP.

The general REP is divided into five phases: sales, requirements com-
position, implementing, start running the project, and evaluation. In the
text below, the general REP is described per (sub)phase in text below:

8.2.1 Sales

In the sales phase, enough information is elicited to be able to write
an accurate proposal. All information gathered gets properly docu-
mented. Accordingly, the proposal is sent to the customer. If the cus-
tomer agrees on the proposal and signs it, the requirements composition
phase starts.

8.2.2 Requirements composition

The requirements composition is divided into the following four sub-
phases: information gathering, validation of information, solution design,
and validation of the solution.
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8.2.2.1 Information gathering

This subphase starts with communicating the planning for the project
towards the customer. In this planning it is made clear what is expec-
ted from which party at which time. Furthermore, the information
elicited during the sales phase is deepened and documented.

8.2.2.2 Validation of information

Accordingly, the information gathered so far is validated internally
and externally. During the internal validation it is checked whether
the requirements would cause high maintenance and performance
issues. During the external validation the customer gives feedback
on the requirements so far. The requirements are prioritised for which
the MoSCoW-rules can apply (section 7.2). At this moment in the REP,
it is also time to check whether there are gaps in the requirements and
to close these.

8.2.2.3 Solution design

In this subphase, the solution gets designed based on the validated
requirements from the validation of information subphase.

8.2.2.4 Validation of solution

The solution gets validated internally as well as externally in this
subphase. During the internal validation it is checked whether all
requirements are in the solution design. Next, the customer gives his
feedback on the solution design during the external validation.

8.2.3 Implementation

In this phase, the software product is developed according to the re-
quirements gathered before. Before running the project, the imple-
mentation is validated internally and externally. During the internal
validation it is checked whether all requirements are implemented in
the software. The external validation is done by the customer giving
his feedback on the software. If necessary, adjustments on the solu-
tion design can be made.

8.2.4 Start running the project

In this phase, the software starts to run. The software is validated ex-
ternally by the customer giving feedback on its working. The supplier
also tries to sell more requirements to the customer.
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8.2.5 Evaluation

The evaluation phase takes place one month after the software product
started to run. A meeting takes place between the supplier and the
customer to discuss the workings of the software that is made during
this REP. During this meeting both parties discuss if the system de-
livers the correct information. Besides that, the supplier tries to sell
new requirements to the customer and to find new requirements for
their software. After the meeting, an elaborated summary of the eval-
uation is made. This evaluation phase is repeated every six till twelve
months.
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C O N C L U S I O N S

This thesis proposes a REP for the EUP product of The Backbone,
a small enterprise in The Netherlands. A generalised version of this
REP is also proposed to be applicable to other IT companies and
software products. This research can be counted as a field study on
RE at a small enterprise that provides a mapping between methodical
improvements and the type of company they can be applied to [29].

This chapter summarises the findings done during this research,
its practical implications, and reflects on the research process of this
thesis.

9.1 answers to research questions

In this research, the answers on six research questions are given. The
answers to these research questions can be summarised as follows:

1. RQ1: What would be a good requirements engineering pro-
cess for the End-User Performance monitoring service of The
Backbone based on literature and the current requirements en-
gineering process of The Backbone? Based on objectives from
The Backbone, literature, and findings in the current REP of
The Backbone by the author of this thesis, REP v.0 has been de-
signed. REP v.0 exists of five phases based on the phases of the
current REP practice at The Backbone: sales, requirements com-
position, scripting, delivery, and evaluation. Each phase has its
own purpose. The requirements composition phase is divided
into four different subphases.

REP v.0 is described in section 5.2 and summarised in Figure 6.

2. RQ2: How do employees of The Backbone experience the pro-
posed requirements engineering process, does it improve the
work? The performance consultant of The Backbone considers
REP v.0 to perform better on all aspects than the current REP
practice at The Backbone: usability, usefulness, efficiency, qual-
ity of written requirements, implementation quality of require-
ments, and professional image than the current REP practice at
The Backbone.

The performance consultant suggested some improvements on
REP v.0 before it can be used. These improvements consist mostly
of terminology changes, adding eliciation of simulation scen-
arios and simulation steps in the determination of the solution
subphase, and process REP v.0 in the design document.
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3. RQ3: What would be a good requirements engineering pro-
cess for the End-User Performance monitoring service of The
Backbone based on the evaluation with employees of The
Backbone? Based on the objectives used to design REP v.0 and
findings in REP v.0 by the performance consultant and the au-
thor of this thesis, REP v.1 is designed. REP v.1 exists of five
phases: sales, requirements composition, implementing, start
performance monitoring, and evaluation. Each phase has its
own purpose. The requirements composition phase is divided
into four different subphases.

REP v.1 is described in Figure 6.2 and summarised in Figure 8.

4. RQ4: How do employees and customers of The Backbone ex-
perience the updated version of the proposed requirements
engineering process, does it improve the work? The perform-
ance consultant of The Backbone thinks that REP v.1 is an im-
provement of the current REP practice as well as REP v.0. REP
v.1 performs better on all aspects than the current REP practice:
usability, usefulness, efficiency, quality of written requirements,
implementation quality of requirements, and professional im-
age than the current REP practice at The Backbone.

Both, the performance consultant and the customer liked the
structured way of working with REP v.1.

During the use of REP v.1 with a customer, the performance con-
sultant and the author of this thesis found two improvements
on the REP. The first improvement is for the questionnaire to
mention that all links between components in the architecture
must be visible. The second improvement is to add a possibility
to prioritise the components in the component file.

5. RQ5: What would be a good requirements engineering pro-
cess for the End-User Performance monitoring service of The
Backbone based on the evaluation with employees and cus-
tomers of The Backbone? Based on the objectives used to
design REP v.0, REP v.1, and findings in REP v.1 by the per-
formance consultant and the author of this thesis, REP v.2 is
designed. REP v.2 exists of five phases: sales, requirements com-
position, implementing, start performance monitoring, and eval-
uation. Each phase has its own purpose. The requirements com-
position phase is divided into four different subphases.

REP v.2 is described in section 7.2 and summarised in Figure 10.
Besides the summary, an activity diagram can be found in Fig-
ure 9.

6. RQ6: What do professionals in the field of requirements en-
gineering think of the proposed requirements engineering
process, does it work? REP v.2 is validated by interviewing two
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professionals in the field of requirements engineering. Both pro-
fessionals in the field of requirements engineering believe that
REP v.2 performs well on all the following aspects: usability, use-
fulness, efficiency, quality of written requirements, implementa-
tion quality of requirements, and professional image.

The evaluation phase of REP v.2 could even improve the REP of
one of the interviewees.

The professionals also suggested some improvements for REP
v.2. The first improvement is to add a planning with time and
tasks to inform the customer what sources you will need from
them and what they can expect from you. The second improve-
ment is to add internal validation into REP v.2 and to not only
let the customer validate the requirements. The thirds improve-
ment is to repeat the evaluation phase every six months till a year.
These improvements are embedded into the design of REP v.2
as showed in Figure 11, the summary of REP v.2 as showed in
Figure 12, and into the design document can be found in Ap-
pendix F.

9.2 practical implications

This research is done to help The Backbone with their REP for their
EUP product. Summarised below are the improvements needed on
their current REP to design REP v.2, how REP v.2 still can be im-
proved, and some unsolved issues for future work.

9.2.1 Improvements done on the current REP of The Backbone

During this research, REP v.2 is designed and evaluated for the EUP
product of The Backbone. Since the evaluation of REP v.2 (section 7.4),
the current REP practice of The Backbone is replaced with REP v.2
due to the improvements in REP v.2 in respect to the current REP
practice.

Besides parts of the current REP practice that needed to be im-
proved, there where also parts of the current REP practice that were
kept the way they were. The summaries of both REPs can be found
in respectively Figure 2 and Figure 12.

Below, the similarities and improvements of the current REP prac-
tice that led to the design of REP v.2 are summarised:

9.2.1.1 Similarities

The similarities below include parts that are renamed but still have
more or less the same goal.

• The phases
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• The amount of subphases

• The sales phase

• The implementation phase

• The start performance monitoring phase

9.2.1.2 Improvements

The improvements below are the changes of the current REP practice
at The Backbone that led to REP v.2.

• The goals of the subphases of the requirements composition phase

• The addition of the questionnaire

• The addition of the component file

• The addition of the notification table

• The addition of the dashboard table

• REP v.2 is more detailed

• Validation of information gathered in the requirements composi-
tion phase

• The addition of the an elaborated summary in the evaluation
phase

9.2.2 Improvements for REP v.2

During evaluation interviews with professionals in the field of RE,
some improvements for REP v.2 were found. These changes are already
processed in the design of REP v.2 as showed in Figure 11, the sum-
mary of REP v.2 as showed in Figure 12, and in the design document
(Appendix F). They are also described below:

• A planning should be added to the REP with times and tasks
to inform the customer what sources you will need from them
and what they can expect from you.

• Internal validations should be added to REP v.2. Feedback from
the customer (external validation) is not good enough, as a sup-
plier you should also validate the requirements by yourself.

• The evaluation phase should be repeated every six months till a
year to keep yourself up to date about how your product per-
forms in the market.
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9.2.3 Future work

REP v.2 is especially designed for the EUP product of The Backbone.
In section 8.2, REP v.2 is generalised. However, this general REP has
not been tested yet and can therefore be improved. Below, these im-
provements are listed:

design a rep for another software project at another

software developing organisations and compare this to

rep v.2 of the backbone and the general rep To improve
the general REP, it is helpful to first design another REP for another
software project at another software developing organisation. Accord-
ingly, this REP can be compared to REP v.2 for the EUP product of
The Backbone and the general REP. The elements that are in both the
REP for another software project at another organisation and in REP
v.2 are important to have in the general REP as well.

elaborate the general rep in more detail The general
REP as described in section 8.2 is very general. The general REP
would probably be easier to use for software development organisa-
tions if the REP has more details. Since the growth of details also
leads to a more specific REP and therefore harder to implement for
organisations, creating a modular REP would probably help. Design-
ing multiple REPs for other software project in different software de-
veloping organisations would help for this purpose.

test the general rep on multiple aspects As already men-
tioned before, the general REP is not tested in practice yet. To test
whether this general REP is an improvement of the current REP of
the organisation, the general REP should be tested on how this REP
performs on aspects like: usability, usefulness, time efficiency, qual-
ity of written requirements, implementation quality of requirements,
and professional image.

test the general rep in multiple software developing

organisations and software projects REP v.2 is tested only
in The Backbone since it is a very specific REP that can only be used
for one product in The Backbone. This is not the case with the general
REP. Therefore, the general REP should be tested in multiple software
developing organisations. Preferably, in organisations and in software
projects that differ in size.

test the general rep in different project types In sub-
section 8.1.2, the working of REP v.2 in different project types defined
by [26] is described. This is all theoretical and not tested in real cases.
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The general REP would be perfect for this task, since it is usable in
more software projects than REP v.2.

9.3 reflection on the research process

Below, some thoughts of the author are described on the research pro-
cess. First of all: was the use of the DSRM of Peffers et al. [31] helpful
for the author during this process? And second, some figments of the
author about why the inefficiencies found during this research at the
current REP practice of The Backbone for their EUP product were not
solved before.

9.3.1 Using the DSRM during this research

The use of the DSRM of Peffers et al. (section 4.1) was really helpful
for the author during this research [31]. Figure 3 of the DSRM was
very intuitive to read and to apply the methodology to this research.
The DSRM gave structure to the design chapters (chapter 5, chapter 6,
chapter 7) from the start. During these five months, the author there-
fore always knew what the next step in the research process was and
what to do in those steps. The practical context of this research was
fitted well within the DSRM. After designing a new artefact a demon-
stration has to be given before evaluating the artefact. This helped the
author of this thesis to test the artefact on completeness before evalu-
ating it in the real world. The author believes that this demonstration
phase of the DSRM has therefore led to a better artefact than when
a methodology was used without a demonstration phase. The DSRM
was easy applicable to this research due to its intuitive and practical
nature. As Bayazit [6] states, “design research is a systematic search
and acquisition of knowledge related to design and design activity”.
There were some challenges in the process of acquiring the needed
knowledge and executing the design activity, that were specific to the
context of small IT companies. For example, dealing with undocu-
mented assumptions and pieces of knowledge. Therefore, the author
of this thesis took extra steps in order to make the design science
process work. These steps are:

• doing a triangulation research consisting of interviews, observa-
tions, and documentary research to figure out the current REP
practice of The Backbone section 3.2,

• interview professionals in the field of RE from other organisa-
tions than The Backbone to evaluate the proposed REP v.2 sec-
tion 7.4.

These steps were necessary because there were very limited know-
ledge resources. Only one employee, the performance consultant, had
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the knowledge the author needed for this research. Therefore, mul-
tiple ways of collecting this knowledge have been used to be inde-
pendent of this employee’s memory. The limited knowledge resource
at The Backbone was also the reason to ask professionals in the field
of RE from other organisations to evaluate the proposed REP v.2. REP
v.0 was evaluated using an interview with the performance consult-
ant of The Backbone and REP v.1 was evaluated using REP v.2 in a
real case during a meeting between the performance consultant and
a customer. Interviewing professionals from other organisations gave
new insights to improve REP v.2 to its final form as can be found in
Figure 11.

The author therefore would recommend to use the DSRM of Peffers
et al. in design science researches with a high practical impact in the
field of RE.

9.3.2 Inefficiencies found in the current REP practice

This research gives a look into the REP practices at a small IT com-
pany. It shows the kind of inefficiencies that occur when there is taken
no time to analyse the REP. Examples are:

• The customer is not encouraged to think of important parts of
the software before the meeting takes place and therefore has a
limited idea what he wants.

• The customer still has to collect the information needed for the
meeting during the meeting which leads to less time for the
actual software project.

• Topics discussed during meetings are not all processed in the
software design and into the software itself since checklists for
this are not part of the REP.

• During the evaluation meeting, the consultant and account man-
ager make promises towards the customer and the customer
makes promises towards the consultant and account manager,
but those promises are forgotten afterwards since there is no
elaboration of field notes made during the evaluation meeting.

The existence of the EUP is not very long at the moment of writing
this thesis. The Backbone was therefore still finding its way in the
REP. This research and the design of REP v.2 helped The Backbone to
speed up this process towards a REP that performs well on aspects
like: usability, usefulness, efficiency, quality of written requirements,
implementation quality of requirements, and professional image.

Looking back, the inefficiencies are unsurprising given the specific
organisational context in which RE takes place. It seems that even
if a company hires bright specialists with higher education degrees
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in IT, composing a team of bright individuals does not always yield
a smooth instantiation of a REP model [3]. Moreover, The Backbone
operates in dynamic markets and experiences times of high demand
in which resources are pooled up to serve a high number of clients,
alternating with times of low demand when all the organisational
energy goes to acquiring new clients. The rapid transition of priorities
is justified from a business perspective. However, it has the side effect
that systematic processes such as RE get less attention than what the
company wants to give them.



10
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R T H E B A C K B O N E

REP v.2 is designed in this thesis especially for the EUP monitoring
service of The Backbone and is therefore directly applicable for them.
However, there are some recommendations for the future:

• First of all, it is very important to treat the design document of
REP v.2 (Appendix F) as a living document. It might be useful
to make changes in this document over time, it should therefore
be updated when needed.

• Second, a software tool can be built around REP v.2 that makes
it easy by the use of clickpaths to search in big EUP projects
for example. This software tool should be built very modular, if
the design document changes (since it is a living document) it
should not be take a lot of time to process those change it in the
software tool as well.

• Third, if a software tool is built for REP v.2 this software tool
should be linked with a database to be able to compare require-
ments and evaluation to each other.

• Fourth, artificial intelligence can be used to expand the soft-
ware tool even more. This artificial intelligence can be used to
compare requirements and evaluations automatically to each
other. This may lead to new product requirements for the EUP
product.

• Finally, REP v.2 can also be used in its general form (section 8.2)
for other custom software projects inside The Backbone.
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A
D E M O N S T R AT I O N C A S E

This appendix provides the context of the case study used in:

• section 5.3, page 34

• section 6.3, page 55

• section 7.3, page 75

A couple of months ago, an account manager of The Backbone
called the application manager of organisation ABC to inform him
about the EUP product and what the EUP could mean for ABC. At
that moment, ABC did not experience any performance issues and
there was also no money available for an extra IT project.

Now, a few months later, ABC has purchased a new Customer Rela-
tionship Management (CRM) application. Since this CRM application
is implemented, end-users complain about the CRM application be-
ing slow. The CRM application is linked to their Order Management
System (OMS) and their Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applic-
ation. All information about the customers of ABC can therefore be
found in this CRM application.

The CRM application is mostly approached via a Server Based
Computing (SBC) session. Hundreds of users make use of the CRM
application every day.

It is very important for organisation ABC that customer informa-
tion can be created and searched through very fast. The application
manager of ABC wants to know whether the CRM application is slow
or if one of the linked applications does not perform well.

Since the application manager of ABC had contact with an account
manager of The Backbone in the past about a product that might help
ABC at this point, the application manager of ABC calls the account
manager of The Backbone for further information about the EUP.
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Q U E S T I O N N A I R E R E P V. 0

Dutch:

1. Waarom heeft u de EUP aangeschaft?

2. Welke applicaties zou u graag willen monitoren? (voorbeelden
zijn: Outlook, Hix, website: http://www.thebackbone.nl)

3. Van welke acties in deze applicaties wilt u de performance mon-
itoren?

4. Wilt u SLAs monitoren? Zo ja, voegt u deze dan alstublieft toe
als bijlage.

5. Hoe zijn de te monitoren applicaties met elkaar gekoppeld?
(Hoe ziet de architectuur eruit, waar wordt de benodigde data
vandaan gehaald, etc.?)

English:

1. Why did you purchase the EUP?

2. Which applications would you like to monitor? (Examples are:
Outlook, Hix, Website: http://www.thebackbone.nl)

3. Of which actions in these applications do you want to monitor
the performance?

4. Do you want to monitor SLAs? If so, please add them as an
attachment.

5. How are the applications that need to be monitored linked?
(What is the architecture like, where does the required data
come from, etc.?)
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1. Inleiding 

1.1 Scope 
Dit document beschrijft de implementatie van een End-User Performance (EUP) oplossing voor de 
dienst <DIENST>. Het document is bedoeld voor alle betrokken stakeholders en helpt bij de 
afstemming, de implementatie en later bij een aanpassing of uitbreiding. 

1.2 Additionele documentatie 
 Document  Locatie 

[1]   

[2]   

[3]   

[4]   

[5]   

[6]   

[7]   

[8]   

1.3 Gebruikte termen en afkortingen 
Term Afkorting Omschrijving 

EUP EUP End-User Performance 

Management Pack MP Een add-on package voor SCOM waarmee functionaliteit aan 
de monitoring tool wordt toegevoegd. 

Simulatie  Een EUP script dat gebruikersacties uitvoert op een dienst om 
zo informatie te krijgen over de beschikbaarheid en 
performance van de applicatie. 

Watcher Nodes  Een systeem vanwaar de simulaties worden gestart. 

   

   

   

1.4 Document conventie 
Font Definitie  Voorbeeld 

Italic Benadrukken 
 
Windows namen 
 
Bestands- en directorynamen 
 
Procesnamen 

Onderstaande moet uitgevoerd worden 
 
Het configuratiescherm opent 
 
Mappings.xml 
 
Herstart HealtService.exe 

Vet Menu items en knoppen, 
dialoogschermen, menu en 
icoonnamen 

In het menu, kies File en vervolgens 
Open  

Courier New 
(10pt) 

Inhoud van bestanden. 
 
Commando’s 

 
 
Gebruik net start commando 
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2. Proces 

2.1 Inleiding 
Het ontwerpen en implementeren van een EUP oplossing wordt volgens een vast proces uitgevoerd. 
Dit borgt de kwaliteit van de EUP oplossing en de betrokkenheid van de stakeholders. 

2.2 Stakeholders 
Onderstaande tabel geeft een overzicht van de stakeholders en de rol in het proces: 
 

Wie Rol 

< Klant > Eigenaar van de te monitoren dienst. Opdrachtgever voor het 
implementeren van een EUP oplossing. Kennis van de dienst dat 
nodig is voor het ontwerpen van de EUP Simulatie. Schakel tussen 
alle partijen. 

The Backbone Begeleid het proces om het DAM ontwerp tot stand te laten komen, 
verantwoordelijk voor het uitwerken van het DAM ontwerp en de 
daadwerkelijke bouw en inrichting van de DAM 

2.3 Processchema 
Het schema hieronder toont het proces van een EUP implementatie. 

Intake EUP met 

functioneel beheer

Vastlegging voorstel 

en actielijst EUP

Verificatie voorstel 

EUP

Implementatie EUP 

(met tussentijdse 

afstemming)

Acceptatie door 

functioneel beheerder
Oplevering EUP

 
Het is belangrijk dat pas met de volgende stap wordt gestart als de vorige is afgerond. Dit om te 
voorkomen dat er onnodig werk wordt verricht. 

2.4 Taken en verantwoordelijkheden  
Onderstaande tabel geeft de stappen weer binnen het proces met de betrokken / verantwoordelijke 
stakeholder(s). 
 

Nr.  Wat Wie 

1.  Intake EUP met functioneel beheer The Backbone 
< Klant > 

2.  Vastlegging voorstel en actielijst EUP The Backbone 
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Nr.  Wat Wie 

3.  Verificatie voorstel EUP < Klant > 

4.  Implementatie EUP (met tussentijdse afstemming) The Backbone 
(< Klant >) 

5.  Acceptatie door functioneel beheer < Klant > 

6.  Oplevering EUP The Backbone 
< Klant > 

2.5 Stakeholders 
Onderstaande personen zijn betrokken bij de ontwikkeling van het EUP monitoring: 
 

Naam Afdeling Rol / functie 
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3. EUP Simulaties 

3.1 Algemeen 
Een EUP simulatie voert gebruikersacties uit om inzicht te krijgen in de beschikbaarheid en 
performance van een dienst. Afhankelijk van de dienst zijn voor het monitoren één of meerdere EUP 
simulaties benodigd. Simulaties worden gestart vanuit een of meerdere Watcher Nodes. Zie Fout! 
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. voor meer informatie over de voorwaarden en configuratie van de 
Watcher Node. 

3.2 Dienst 
< Beschrijf de dienst dat vanuit gebruikersperspectief gemonitord moet worden >. 

3.3 Monitorbehoefte 
< Beschrijf monitorbehoefte van de dienst >. 
 
Voor het realiseren van de monitorbehoefte worden de volgende EUP simulaties gemaakt: 

• < simulatie 1 > 

• < simulatie 2 > 
 
Om een goed beeld van de dienst te verkrijgen worden op de volgende locaties een Watcher Node 
geplaatst: 

• < locatie van Watcher Node 1 > 

• < locatie van Watcher Node 2 > 
 
Alle EUP Simulaties voor de dienst < Dienst > worden vanaf elke hier boven genoemde Watcher 

Node gestart. 

3.4 Presentatie 
< Beschrijf de presentatie behoefte > 
 

3.5 Notificaties 
< Beschrijf de notificatie behoefte > 
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4. Algemeen ontwerp 

Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft het algemeen ontwerp van de EUP simulaties. 

4.1 Samenhang simulaties 
< Schrijf of er een samenhang tussen de simulaties is. Zo ja, waarom deze er is en hoe de scripts 
aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn. Bijvoorbeeld dat je vanuit een script één meerder scripts start. Eventueel 
ook de globale werking van alle scripts. > 

4.2 Scriptingtaal 
Na onderzoek van de dienst is voor het schrijven van de scripts gekozen voor de scripttaal < 
scripttaal >, omdat < uitleg >. 

4.3 Coderingsregels 
Bij het schrijven van de code wordt gebruikgemaakt van de algemene coding conventies van < 
scripttaal >. Deze code conventie is uitgelegd in Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. 

4.4 Gebruik script parameters 
< Beschrijf hoe de script parameters aan het script worden doorgegeven. Bijvoorbeeld door een INI 
file, XML file of command-line parameters. Dit is afhankelijk van de gekozen scripttaal en 
mogelijkheden. > 
 
De parameters zelf zijn script afhankelijk en worden bij het ontwerp van het script in detail 
beschreven. 

4.5 Gebruik van wachtwoorden 
Het wachtwoord dat gebruikt wordt voor het inloggen in ViewPoint wordt encrypted als parameter 
doorgegeven. Hiervoor wordt het Marshal.SecureStringToBSTR method vanuit de MSDN library 
gebruikt Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. Het encrypted (secured) is alleen op dezelfde 
machine met dezelfde gebruikt terug te zetten naar een unsecured string. Vanuit AutoIt wordt 
hiervoor PowerShell met de juiste commando’s gestart. Voor het maken van een secured password, 
wordt een AutoIt script bijgeleverd. 
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5. EUP Simulaties 

Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft de EUP simulaties voor de dienst < dienst > in detail. Elk paragraaf beschrijft 
één EUP simulatie. Om de meet informatie van de EUP simulaties in de in SCOM te krijgen, is de 
installatie van de End-User Performance Management Pack een vereiste. De configuratie en 
overrides van het End-User Performance Management Pack worden in document Fout! 
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. beschreven.  

5.1 < EUP Simulatie 1 > 
Met EUP Simulatie < Naam simulatie > wordt < uitleg over simulatie >. 

5.1.1. Acties en controles 

De tabel hieronder geeft in detail de acties en de bijbehorende controles van het script weer. De 
eerste kolom geeft aan welke acties bij de EUP stap horen. Als een actie niet in de meting van de 
EUP stap wordt opgenomen, dan wordt dat ook in de eerste kolom weergegeven met de tekst “Geen 
meting”. 
 

Stap ID Actie Control 

   

   

   

  

   

   

   

  

   

  

5.1.2. Configuratie 

De tabel hieronder geeft gegevens van het script. 

Informatie Waarde Omschrijving 

   

   

   

   

 
De tabel hieronder geeft de IDs van de EUP steps met daarbij de naam en order zoals deze in de 
config.xml file voor SCOM terugkomen. 

ID Naam Order Omschrijving 
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5.1.3. Script parameters 

Het gedrag van het EUP simulatie script kan beïnvloed worden door parameters. Met deze 
parameters kunnen bijvoorbeeld schermnamen en zoek acties op een later moment eenvoudig 
aangepast worden. Een nadeel van het gebruik van parameters is dat het programmeren meer werk 
en complexiteit met zich meebrengt. Bij het ontwerp is zodoende een afweging gemaakt welke 
informatie vast in de code wordt geprogrammeerd en welke via een parameter wordt meegegeven. 
Een parameter kan op verschillende manieren worden meegegeven. Voor dit script worden 
parameter doormiddel van <command-line paramaters | XML configuratie file | INI configuratie file > 
aan het script gegeven. De tabel hieronder geeft de parameters en hun waarden die aan het script 
worden gegeven. 

Parameter Standaard waarde Verpl. Omschrijving 

    

    

    

    

    

5.1.4. Thresholds 

De tabel hieronder toont de “warning” en “critical” threshold van de EUP simulatie ID en de EUP stap 
IDs. Deze worden d.m.v. een override in SCOM gezet. De tekst “default waarde” wordt gebruikt als 
de default niet wordt aangepast1. 

ID Warning Critical 
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D
E VA L U AT I O N I N T E RV I E W

The X in REP v.X depends on the version of the REP this interview is
used for (REP v.0, REP v.1, or REP v.2).

Dutch:

1. Denk je nog ergens tegen aan te lopen als je dit proces zou
gebruiken?

2. Vind je REP v.X bruikbaar, en waarom denk je dat?

3. Vind je REP v.X nuttig, en waarom denk je dat?

4. Denk je dat het huidige proces van The Backbone of REP v.X
efficiënter is, en waarom denk je dat?

5. Denk je dat het huidige proces van The Backbone of REP v.X tot
betere requirements leidt, en waarom denk je dat?

6. Denk je dat het huidige proces van The Backbone of REP v.X tot
een betere implementatie van de EUP leidt, en waarom denk je
dat?

7. Denk je dat het huidige proces van The Backbone of REP v.X
tot een professioneler beeld bij klanten leidt, en waarom denk
je dat?

English:

1. Do you think you will still miss something while using REP
v.X?

2. Do you find REP v.X usable, and why do you think so?

3. Do you find REP v.X useful, and why do you think so?

4. Do you think the current process of The Backbone or REP v.X is
more efficient, and why do you think so?

5. Do you think the current process of The Backbone or REP v.X
leads to better requirements, and why do you think so?

6. Do you think that the current process of The Backbone or REP
v.X leads to a better implementation of the EUP, and why do
you think so?

7. Do you think the current process of The Backbone or REP v.X
leads to a more professional image with customers, and why do
you think so?
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E
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E R E P V. 1

Dutch:

1. Uw doel van de EUP staat beschreven in het contract. Wilt u
hieronder uw behoeftes van de EUP in eigen bewoording ops-
chrijven?

2. Welke applicaties en/of services zou u graag willen monitoren?
(voorbeelden hiervan zijn: Outlook, Hix, Citrix, ERP, HRM, web-
site: http://www.thebackbone.nl)

3. • Van welke veel gebruikte activiteiten door eindgebruikers
wilt u de performance monitoren?

en/of

• Van welke activities en/of acties waar u performance prob-
lemen ervaart, wilt u de performance monitoren?

en/of

• Van welke van de activiteiten die beschreven staan in een
Service Level Agreement (SLA) wilt u de performance mon-
itoren?

4. Indien u de EUP gaat gebruiken voor het monitoren van SLA’s,
voegt u dan alstublieft de relevante SLA’s toe als een bijlage of
heeft u deze gereed voor de afspraak.

5. Hoe zijn de te monitoren applicaties gekoppeld met elkaar en
met hun hardware en opslagruimte? (Hoe ziet de architectuur
eruit, waar wordt de benodigde data vandaan gehaald, etc.?)

English:

1. Your goal of the EUP is mentioned in the contract. However,
could you please tell us your needs for the EUP using your own
words?

2. Which applications and/or services would you like to mon-
itor? (Examples are: Outlook, Hix, Citrix, ERP, HRM, Website:
http://www.thebackbone.nl)

3. • Of which of the commonly used activities by end-users do
you want to monitor its performance?

and/or
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• Of which activities and/or actions where you experience
performance issues, do you want to monitor their perform-
ance?

and/or

• Of which of the activities that are appointed in a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) do you want to monitor the per-
formance?

4. If you are going to use the EUP for monitoring SLAs, please
sent the relevant SLAs as an attachment or have them ready
before the meeting.

5. How are the applications that need to be monitored linked with
each other and their hardware and storage? (What is the archi-
tecture like, where does the required data come from, etc.?)



F
D E S I G N D O C U M E N T R E P V. 2
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1. Inleiding 

1.1 Scope 
Dit document beschrijft de implementatie van een End-User Performance (EUP) oplossing voor de 
dienst <DIENST>. Het document is bedoeld voor alle betrokken stakeholders en helpt bij de 
afstemming, de implementatie en later bij een aanpassing of uitbreiding. 

1.2 Additionele documentatie 
 Document  Locatie 

[1]   

[2]   

[3]   

[4]   

[5]   

[6]   

[7]   

[8]   

1.3 Gebruikte termen en afkortingen 
Term Afkorting Omschrijving 

EUP EUP End-User Performance 

Management Pack MP Een add-on package voor SCOM waarmee functionaliteit aan 
de monitoring tool wordt toegevoegd. 

Simulatie  Een EUP script dat gebruikersacties uitvoert op een dienst om 
zo informatie te krijgen over de beschikbaarheid en 
performance van de applicatie. 

Watcher Nodes  Een systeem vanwaar de simulaties worden gestart. 

   

   

   

1.4 Document conventie 
Font Definitie  Voorbeeld 

Italic Benadrukken 
 
Windows namen 
 
Bestands- en directorynamen 
 
Procesnamen 

Onderstaande moet uitgevoerd worden 
 
Het configuratiescherm opent 
 
Mappings.xml 
 
Herstart HealtService.exe 

Vet Menu items en knoppen, 
dialoogschermen, menu en 
icoonnamen 

In het menu, kies File en vervolgens 
Open  

Courier New 
(10pt) 

Inhoud van bestanden. 
 
Commando’s 

 
 
Gebruik net start commando 
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2. Proces 

2.1 Inleiding 
Het ontwerpen en implementeren van een EUP oplossing wordt volgens een vast proces uitgevoerd. 
Dit borgt de kwaliteit van de EUP oplossing en de betrokkenheid van de stakeholders. 

2.2 Stakeholders 
Onderstaande tabel geeft een overzicht van de stakeholders en de rol in het proces: 
 

Wie Rol 

< Klant > Eigenaar van de te monitoren dienst. Opdrachtgever voor het 
implementeren van een EUP oplossing. Kennis van de dienst dat 
nodig is voor het ontwerpen van de EUP Simulatie. Schakel tussen 
alle partijen. 

The Backbone Begeleid het proces om het DAM ontwerp tot stand te laten komen, 
verantwoordelijk voor het uitwerken van het DAM ontwerp en de 
daadwerkelijke bouw en inrichting van de DAM 

2.3 Processchema 
Het schema hieronder toont het proces van een EUP implementatie. 

 
Het is belangrijk dat pas met de volgende stap wordt gestart als de vorige is afgerond. Dit om te 
voorkomen dat er onnodig werk wordt verricht. 

2. Intake EUP met functioneel beheer

3. Vastlegging voorstel en actielijst EUP

4. Verificatie voorstel EUP

5. Implementatie EUP 

(met tussentijdse afstemming)

6. Acceptatie door functioneel 

beheerder

7. Oplevering EUP

8. Evaluatie oplevering EUP

1. Invullen vragenlijst EUP

 

2.4 Taken en verantwoordelijkheden  
Onderstaande tabel geeft de stappen weer binnen het proces met de betrokken / verantwoordelijke 
stakeholder(s). 
 

Nr.  Wat Wie 

1.  Invullen vragenlijst EUP < Klant > 

2.  Intake EUP met functioneel beheer The Backbone 
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Nr.  Wat Wie 

< Klant > 

3.  Vastlegging voorstel en actielijst EUP The Backbone 

4.  Verificatie voorstel EUP < Klant > 

5.  Implementatie EUP (met tussentijdse afstemming) The Backbone 
(< Klant >) 

6.  Acceptatie door functioneel beheer < Klant > 

7.  Oplevering EUP The Backbone 
< Klant > 

8.  Evaluatie oplevering EUP The Backbone 
< Klant > 

2.5 Stakeholders 
Onderstaande personen zijn betrokken bij de ontwikkeling van het EUP monitoring: 
 

Naam Afdeling Rol / functie 
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3. EUP Simulaties 

3.1 Algemeen 
Een EUP simulatie voert gebruikersacties uit om inzicht te krijgen in de beschikbaarheid en 
performance van een dienst. Afhankelijk van de dienst zijn voor het monitoren één of meerdere EUP 
simulaties benodigd. Simulaties worden gestart vanuit een of meerdere Watcher Nodes. Zie Fout! 
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. voor meer informatie over de voorwaarden en configuratie van de 
Watcher Node. 

3.2 Dienst 
< Beschrijf de dienst dat vanuit gebruikersperspectief gemonitord moet worden >. 

3.3 Monitorbehoefte 
< Beschrijf monitorbehoefte van de dienst >. 
 
Voor het realiseren van de monitorbehoefte worden de volgende EUP simulaties gemaakt: 

• < simulatie 1 > 

• < simulatie 2 > 
 
De volgende tabel beschrijft de componenten welke terug dienen te komen in de simulaties. Aan 
deze componenten wordt een prioriteit gegeven. Hiervoor kan de volgende gradatie gebruikt worden: 
 
1. Must have: dit component moet in een simulatie voorkomen 
2. Should have: dit component is zeer gewenst om in een simulatie voor te komen 
3. Could have: dit component komt voor in een simulatie indien daar tijd voor is 
4. Won’t have: dit component komt deze keer niet voor in een simulatie maar wellicht bij een 

vervolgstap 
 

De tabel geeft daarnaast de simulaties en simulatiestappen weer waarin deze componenten 
terugkomen. 

# Prioriteit Component Simulatie Simulatiestap 

C1     

C2     

C3     

C4     

C5     

 
Om een goed beeld van de dienst te verkrijgen worden op de volgende locaties een Watcher Node 
geplaatst: 

• < locatie van Watcher Node 1 > 

• < locatie van Watcher Node 2 > 
 
Alle EUP Simulaties voor de dienst < Dienst > worden vanaf elke hier boven genoemde Watcher 
Node gestart. 
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3.4 Presentatie 
< Beschrijf de presentatie/rapportage behoefte > 
 
De tabel hieronder beschrijft het doel alsmede de behoeftes van een dashboard. Daarnaast worden 
de behoeftes toegewezen aan een dashboardscherm en dashboardtabel of -grafiek. 

Doel: Trendanalyse / Real-time informatie 

Dashboardbehoefte Dashboardscherm Dashboardtabel / - grafiek 

   

   

   

   

   

 

3.5 Notificaties 
< Beschrijf de notificatiebehoefte > 
 
De onderstaande tabel beschrijft de simulaties en/of simulatiestappen waarvoor notificaties gewenst 
zijn. Per simulatie en/of simulatiestap wordt aangegeven of er een notificatie moet zijn en waar deze 
notificatie uit bestaat bij overtreding van de “warning” en “critical” thresholds (zie hoofdstuk 5.1.4) en 
bij een “unhealthy” state.  

Simulatie / Stap Warning 
(performance) 

Critical 
(performance) 

Unhealthy 
(availability) 
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4. Algemeen ontwerp 

Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft het algemeen ontwerp van de EUP simulaties. 

4.1 Samenhang simulaties 
< Schrijf of er een samenhang tussen de simulaties is. Zo ja, waarom deze er is en hoe de scripts 
aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn. Bijvoorbeeld dat je vanuit een script één meerder scripts start. Eventueel 
ook de globale werking van alle scripts. > 

4.2 Scriptingtaal 
Na onderzoek van de dienst is voor het schrijven van de scripts gekozen voor de scripttaal < 
scripttaal >, omdat < uitleg >. 

4.3 Coderingsregels 
Bij het schrijven van de code wordt gebruikgemaakt van de algemene coding conventies van < 
scripttaal >. Deze code conventie is uitgelegd in Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. 

4.4 Gebruik script parameters 
< Beschrijf hoe de script parameters aan het script worden doorgegeven. Bijvoorbeeld door een INI 
file, XML file of command-line parameters. Dit is afhankelijk van de gekozen scripttaal en 
mogelijkheden. > 
 
De parameters zelf zijn script afhankelijk en worden bij het ontwerp van het script in detail 
beschreven. 

4.5 Gebruik van wachtwoorden 
Het wachtwoord dat gebruikt wordt voor het inloggen in ViewPoint wordt encrypted als parameter 
doorgegeven. Hiervoor wordt het Marshal.SecureStringToBSTR method vanuit de MSDN library 
gebruikt Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. Het encrypted (secured) is alleen op dezelfde 
machine met dezelfde gebruikt terug te zetten naar een unsecured string. Vanuit AutoIt wordt 
hiervoor PowerShell met de juiste commando’s gestart. Voor het maken van een secured password, 
wordt een AutoIt script bijgeleverd. 
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5. EUP Simulaties 

Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft de EUP simulaties voor de dienst < dienst > in detail. Elk paragraaf beschrijft 
één EUP simulatie. Om de meet informatie van de EUP simulaties in de in SCOM te krijgen, is de 
installatie van de End-User Performance Management Pack een vereiste. De configuratie en 
overrides van het End-User Performance Management Pack worden in document Fout! 
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. beschreven.  

5.1 < EUP Simulatie 1 > 
Met EUP Simulatie < Naam simulatie > wordt < uitleg over simulatie >. 

5.1.1. Acties en controles 

De tabel hieronder geeft in detail de acties en de bijbehorende controles van het script weer. De 
eerste kolom geeft aan welke acties bij de EUP stap horen. Als een actie niet in de meting van de 
EUP stap wordt opgenomen, dan wordt dat ook in de eerste kolom weergegeven met de tekst “Geen 
meting”. 
 

Stap ID Actie Control 

   

   

   

  

   

   

   

  

   

  

5.1.2. Configuratie 

De tabel hieronder geeft gegevens van het script. 

Informatie Waarde Omschrijving 

   

   

   

   

 
De tabel hieronder geeft de IDs van de EUP steps met daarbij de naam en order zoals deze in de 
config.xml file voor SCOM terugkomen. 

ID Naam Order Omschrijving 
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5.1.3. Script parameters 

Het gedrag van het EUP simulatie script kan beïnvloed worden door parameters. Met deze 
parameters kunnen bijvoorbeeld schermnamen en zoek acties op een later moment eenvoudig 
aangepast worden. Een nadeel van het gebruik van parameters is dat het programmeren meer werk 
en complexiteit met zich meebrengt. Bij het ontwerp is zodoende een afweging gemaakt welke 
informatie vast in de code wordt geprogrammeerd en welke via een parameter wordt meegegeven. 
Een parameter kan op verschillende manieren worden meegegeven. Voor dit script worden 
parameter doormiddel van <command-line paramaters | XML configuratie file | INI configuratie file > 
aan het script gegeven. De tabel hieronder geeft de parameters en hun waarden die aan het script 
worden gegeven. 

Parameter Standaard waarde Verpl. Omschrijving 

    

    

    

    

    

5.1.4. Thresholds 

De tabel hieronder toont de “warning” en “critical” threshold van de EUP simulatie ID en de EUP stap 
IDs. Deze worden d.m.v. een override in SCOM gezet. De tekst “default waarde” wordt gebruikt als 
de default niet wordt aangepast1. 

ID Warning Critical 
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Bijlage 1:  Vragenlijst NL 
 

 
 

 
End-User Performance Monitoring 

Vragenlijst 
 

< KLANT > 
< DIENST > 

 
 
 

Ingevuld door: <uw naam> 

Functie:  <uw functie> 

 
 
 
Om de implementatie van de End-User Performance Monitoring (EUP) zo efficiënt mogelijk te laten 
verlopen, vragen wij u om deze vragenlijst door alle stakeholders in te laten vullen en de ingevulde 
vragenlijsten terug te sturen naar mailadres. Het beantwoorden van de vragenlijst zal u ongeveer 
10 minuten tijd kosten. Onze performance consultant kan zich het beste op zijn bezoek aan uw 
organisatie voorbereiden indien u de vragenlijst uiterlijk een week voor zijn komst naar eerder 
vermeld e-mailadres stuurt.  
 
Voor informatie over de EUP kunt u terecht op: https://www.enduserperformance.com/.  
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5. Uw doel van de EUP staat beschreven in de offerte. Wilt u hieronder uw behoeftes van de 
EUP in eigen bewoording opschrijven? 

 
 
 
 

 
6. Welke applicaties en/of services zou u graag willen monitoren? (voorbeelden: Outlook, HiX, 

Citrix, ERP, HRM, website: http://www.thebackbone.nl) 

 
 
 
 

 
7. a. Van welke veel gebruikte activiteiten door eindgebruikers wilt u de performance monitoren? 

 
en/of 
 
b. Van welke activiteiten en/of acties waar u performance issues ervaart, wilt u de performance 
monitoren? 
 
en/of 
 
c. Van welke van de activiteiten die beschreven staan in een Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
wilt u de performance monitoren? 

a. 
 
 
 
b. 
 
 
 
c. 
 
 
 

 
8. Indien u de EUP gaat gebruiken voor het monitoren van SLA's, voegt u dan alstublieft de 

relevante SLA's toe als een bijlage of heeft u deze gereed voor de afspraak. Streept u 
hieronder alstublieft door wat niet van toepassing is. 

Bijlage / gereed bij afspraak / n.v.t. 
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9. Hoe zijn de te monitoren applicaties gekoppeld met elkaar en met hun hardware en 

opslagruimte? (Hoe ziet de architectuur eruit, waar wordt de benodigde data vandaan gehaald, 
etc.?) 
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Bijlage 2:  Evaluatie EUP implementatie 
 

Datum: 
Aanwezigen: 
 
Evaluatie: 
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G
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E R E P V. 2

Dutch:

1. Uw doel van de EUP staat beschreven in het contract. Wilt u
hieronder uw behoeftes van de EUP in eigen bewoording ops-
chrijven?

2. Welke applicaties en/of services zou u graag willen monitoren?
(voorbeelden hiervan zijn: Outlook, Hix, Citrix, ERP, HRM, web-
site: http://www.thebackbone.nl)

3. • Van welke veel gebruikte activiteiten door eindgebruikers
wilt u de performance monitoren?

en/of

• Van welke activities en/of acties waar u performance prob-
lemen ervaart, wilt u de performance monitoren?

en/of

• Van welke van de activiteiten die beschreven staan in een
Service Level Agreement (SLA) wilt u de performance mon-
itoren?

4. Indien u de EUP gaat gebruiken voor het monitoren van SLA’s,
voegt u dan alstublieft de relevante SLA’s toe als een bijlage of
heeft u deze gereed voor de afspraak.

5. Wat zijn de te monitoren applicaties en hoe zijn deze gekoppeld
met elkaar en met hun hardware en opslagruimte? (Hoe ziet
de architectuur eruit, waar wordt de benodigde data vandaan
gehaald, wat zijn de koppelingen tussen de applicaties, etc.?)

English:

1. Your goal of the EUP is mentioned in the contract. However,
could you please tell us your needs for the EUP using your own
words?

2. Which applications and/or services would you like to mon-
itor? (Examples are: Outlook, Hix, Citrix, ERP, HRM, Website:
http://www.thebackbone.nl)

3. • Of which of the commonly used activities by end-users do
you want to monitor its performance?

and/or
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• Of which activities and/or actions where you experience
performance issues, do you want to monitor their perform-
ance?

and/or

• Of which of the activities that are appointed in a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) do you want to monitor the per-
formance?

4. If you are going to use the EUP for monitoring SLAs, please
sent the relevant SLAs as an attachment or have them ready
before the meeting.

5. What are the applications that need to be monitored and how
are they linked with each other and their hardware and stor-
age? (What is the architecture like, where does the required
data come from, what are the links between the applications,
etc.?)
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